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Take a behind-the-scenes look at at the
University Program Board, which puts
together many of JMU's most exciting events.
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Senior Rob Overton is one of the key
components this season for the men's
soccer team.
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BOVto
debate
budget
B>

BKCKY PORTER

staff writer
With two weeks until
Virginia Gov. Mark R. Wamer
announces his first cuts to the
state budget, an air of uncertainty surrounds Friday's Board
of Visitors meeting. The board
will not meet again until
January, long after Wamer
reveals how much JMU'sbudgut will be cut Oct 15,
According to the official
BOV meeting agenda. Charles
W. King Jr., senior vice president of administration and
finance, is scheduled to present
(he "Budget Reduction Plan."
King said his presentation will
he "very general."

Parents Weekend Events

MAjtsfc
contributing writer

Friday
Saturday
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Former sweatshop worker
speaks on factory experience
BY LISA GERRY

contributing writer
A former sweatshop worker
talked about the mistivatment
iha allegedly endured while
making clothes for retailer
GAP Inc., Monday night in
Warren Hall.
Sponsored by Concerned
Students for Workers' Rights,
Kaquel Salazar spoke through
translator Cyndi Mi 1K >n Along
with Union of Needletradcs.
Industrial & Textile Employees
(UNITE) representative Manna
Sitrin, Sala/ar is touring different cities and GAP stores as
part of UNITE's Worker Tour
It has teamed up with the
Union of Textile Workers that
Sala/ar was liead .it in San
Salvador, El Salvador.
Raquel Salazar spoke about '

her experiences in the factory
that she worked in, pnxlucing
GAP clothing Salazar said that
though the GAP has a tremendous amount of money, workers in factories around the
world are making W1QM that
are far less than one needs in
order to live. In El Salvador, the
cost of living is around $560 a
month, she said, but by working in a GAP factory one will
only earn between $120 and
$140 a month. Salazar said she
was making less than a dollar
an hour in the factory.
Salazar said that when GAP
opened factories in El Salvador,
their slogan was. "To make the
Salvadorian
community
wealthy and beautiful." This,
however, was not the case for
« SPEAKER, page 6

Speaker aims to break barriers, overcome sexual ignorance
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

contributing writer

Jay Friedman, sex educator.
speaks at Grafton-Stovall.

end's schedule of events.
3homore
Margaret
said, "last year I went
to the picnic on the commons
and my parents really enjoyed
it, so I think we're planning on
attending that again.''

siwir/,,fflpM iMbm

An array of events from
canoe trips to barbeques and
musical concerts to the everpopular football game provide
a wide range of options for
students and their parents as
they prepare to enjoy JMU's
annual Parents Weekend.
Beginning this Friday in
Wilson Hall at 8 p.m. with the
Beatles tribute band, "1964"
and ending Sundav with a
volleyball game at 4 p.m. in
Godwin Hall against Hofstra
University, Parents Weekend
is full of events.
For music-loving families,
there is an oldies Pops Concert
Saturday night presented by
the school of musk, as well as
the "A-CapeUa-Tnon" Sundav
at 2 p.m. featuring all seven of
JMU's a capella groups, according to the Parents Weekend

-is*

Web site, uninv.jmu.edu/parents/pw2002.shtmi The ACapella-Thon is usually a popular event, with admission
costing only $2. The Pops
Concert in the Convocation
Center at 830 pm features the
JMU Chorale, the Jazz
Ensemble, the Symphonv
Orchestra and the award-winning Marching Royal Dukes,
according to the Web site.
Students eagerly are
anticipating this week-

Last year I went to the
picnic on the commons
and my parents really
enjoyed it...
— Margaret Wasaff
sophomore

99
Dining Services is hosting
a variety ot events for parents
and students alike. The picnic
on the commons, Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., is only
$7.25
while
Saturday's
Godwin lunch alfresco, from
1030 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., is a la
carte. Saturday night's Gala
dinner starting at 5 p.m. hosted by Gibbons Hall includes
different choices such as jerk
peel 'n eat shrimp, crab legs
and herb crusted pork loin.
Tickets are $18.95 and must be
ordered in advance.
Sfc PARENTS, page 5

Students, speaker protest sweatshop labor

Sex educator stimulates discussion

i ,mlrihuting phfli>ttrtiphfr

Low: 60

JMU treats parents to host
of activities this weekend
BY LINDSBY

senior vice president of administration
and finance

see BOAKD, page =i

High: 86

JMU welcomes parents

... any reduction in our
budgets will be painful
forJMU.

According to King, "Our
plans were submitted under the
governor's working papers,
which means I cannot dsKUN
any specifics of our plan. My
only comment is that any reduction in our budgets will be
painful for JMU."
Senior Andrew Dudik. student representative to the board,
said, "There's not a lot of talk
dealing with the cuts. The
departments have already made
(proposed) cuts. The BOV will
not make any more."
Concern about possible cuts
by the JMU board surfaced after
the Sept. 29 Times-Dispatch

Partly cloudy

Tliiir-iltni. (V/e/v >. 2HII2

f«—

JMU already has submitted
to the governor s office its plans
for proposed cuts of 7, II or 15
percent of the $62.3 million that
the Commonwealth of Virginia
provides to its operating budget, according to the Sept. 23
issue of The Breeze.
However, the board could
make cuts before hearing from
the governor, Hkr thr folk-prof
William & Mary did Sept. 27,
according to the Sept. 28
Richmond Tit>u^-l>i>><iitih W&M
President Timothy |. Sullivan
said the school "coulu not wait
to hear from the governor
before starting to impi>se its
cuts," according to the story
W&M voluntarily cut $!.*» million, without raising tuition and
student fees or firing ,\nv faculty, the Times-DisfhUch stated

lodir

Tuesday night, a speaker
characterizing himself as an
"agent of the devil" and "recovering hippie with perverted
ways" took center stage at
i .r.itton-Stovall Theatre.
Jay Friedman, acknowledging names he has been called by
critics, presented "The J-Spot A
Sex Educator Tells All" to a
packed house Tuesday night.
The hour and a half lecture won
Friedman a lecturer of the Year
on me College Ciroiit m 2001 by
the National Association of
Campus Activities and drew
censorship by some for "stimulating students into an erotic
frenzy" he said.
"I am here to stimulate you
today," he said. "To stimulate
your minds, to help us overcome the barriers to communication, to overcome our sexual
ignorance so that all of us can
enjoy happy and healthy sexual
relationships, when we are

ready to do that "
Friedman said he dealt with
a teen pregnancy in his youth
when he impregnated his girlfriend, and it led him to pursue
.i i.mvr in sexual evliuahon. He
has spent the last 17 years giving lectures, evolving fn>m his
early work in the Vermont
Planned Parenthood office.
"With every crisis in our life,
COmn on opportunity,' he said
"My opportunity to meet people like you and help you avoid
the mistakes that 1 made."
His notoriety has led him to
speak at the World Conference
of Pornography and the World
Congress of Sexology, as well as
around the country with conferences on teen pregnancy and
against sexual assault on campuses aiumling to I riedman
He described an experience
at the Massachusetts Institute ot
Technology where he had to
explain male and female sexual
see VIEWPOINTS, pagr 5

Students protest GAP's labor policy
BY MATT CARASELLA

staff writer

MATT C'ARASHJ JJviwrphotographer

Cyndl Mellon (left) and Raquel Salazar Hernandez are en route
to the Valley Mall at part of a campaign to secure better
working conditions for garment Industry workers.

SGA recruits voters
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Senior
Hatcher
Wells registers to vote
Tuesday.
The Student
Government
Association
held a voter
registration
drive on the
commons
and at the
Convocation
Canter this
week to
encourage
students to
vote In the
Nov. 5 elections for
Virginia representatives
and the
bond Issue.

Raquel Salazar Hernandez, a
28-year-old garment worker
from El Salvador, went to the
Valley Mall Monday afternoon
at 3 p.m. to visit the CAP, the
corporation that she said provided factory work in her country until it allegedly pulled its
orders in April.
Unlike many customers,
Hernandez did not go to shop
but rather to share her story
about factory working conditions she allegedly endured
while sewing the designer
clothes that neatly hung on the
racks around her. She brought
with her a translator, Cyndi
Mellon, Union of Needletrades,
Industrial & Textile Employees
(UNITE) representative Marina
Sitrin, senior Jacquie Mauer and
see STUDENTS, page 6

Rose speaks to
Congressional
committee on
accreditation
BY KHALIL GARRIOTT

news editor
Officials in Washington, D.C.
have
again
tapped JMU
President linwood Rose's aid
concerning educational matters.
Rose spoke at a Congressional
hearing Tuesday afternoon,
according to a Sept. 30 release
from JMU media relations.
Rose testified before a U.S.
House of Representatives subcommittee on 21st Century
Competitiveness that is working on accrediting institutions
of higher education, according
to the release.
One of only four experts on
accreditation asked to testify by
the committee. Rose participated in the hearing, called
"Assuring
Quality
and
Accountability in Postsecondary
Education: Assessing the Role of
Accreditation," the release said.
set CONGRESS, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
is required to participate. Free T-shirts will be given to the
first 500 participants. Contact Courtney with questions at
X2-4974 or sullivcb

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3
• Breast Cancer Awareness Week continues with the New
& Improv'd benefit show at 9 p.m in the Airport Lounge
(4th floor of Warren Hall) Sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha
sorority, admission is S2 with proceeds benefiting the
Susan G Komen Breast Cancer Foundation Contact
Courtney with questions at X2-4974 or sullivcb

• Men's and women's club tennis team plays Johns
Hopkins University at 2 p.m. on the Convocation Courts.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6
• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry, Euchahst service at 5
p.m., followed by a home-cooked meal. The Canterbury
House is located on South Main Street across from the
Quad, between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle House
With questions, please call 432-9613

• Praise & Worship at 5.30 p.m. at the Baptist Student
Union House on the corner of Cantrell Avenue and South
Main Street, a block from campus.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5
• Second annual 5K walk/run for the Susan G Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation, course goes from the
College Center to the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority house on
Greek Row. Registration is at 8 a.m., the walk/run
begins at 9 a.m. and pre-registration is available on the
commons patio and College Center through Oct. 4
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m There is a free reception for all
participants to follow in the ZTA basement A minimum
donation of $15 for students and $20 for non-students

N J:\VS
Breast cancer awareness week
Law school expo
SGA meeting
Iraq panel
Class trip to CIA
national headquarters

OPINION
Post-graduation anxiety hits early
Letter to the editor; Column pul
blame on wrong person

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:

E-mail Khalil of The Breeze at garrwkp with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please- submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a
Thursday issue.

Bond money not free-for-all,
further explanation needed
Campus spotlight: What
past decade would you most like
to live tn and why?

LEISURE
POLICE LOG

WEATHER

Bv SHARON BLEAKNEY
police tog reporter

I^^^HHM

B^H Today

Douglas S Estrada, 18. of Jeffersonton.
was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana in Dingledme Hall
Sept 30 at 9:28 p.m
In other matters, campus police report
the following:

J

Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug. 26: 31

Petty Larceny
Mikhail Moylan, 18, of Spnngfield, was
arrested and charged with petty larceny at Ikenberry service drive Sept 28
at 3:20 a.m. Moylan allegedly removed
an unlighted pizza sign from a vehicle
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61
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Fashion history can repeat itself
with '80s styles
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All things literary: When those
'extra value meal' authors
call it quits
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Food review: Madison Grill:
Tasting top treasure
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Kl: Theory rocks their way
back to the Burg
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wide variety of flicks
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The Breeze is pubhshed Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local HamSonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jeanne Gajewski. editor.
Martina, addreea:
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Crossword
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A JMU staff member reported the larceny of a parking hangtag in P-lot
between 4pm Sept 24 and 2:30
p.m. Sept 28.

Comics

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday lor Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

Women's soccer fealure

23

Men's soccer feature

23

Women's soccer game

23

Men's soccer has chance in CAA

23

Football preview

23

Picks of the week

25

Club sports

25
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10% off any service
with JACard

810 Port Republic Rd.
Suite M
Harnsonburg VA 22801
432-5544
www.tanglesdayspa.netfirms com

FEELING SPIRITUALLY OISCONNECTEDP
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

We provide an atmosphere to assist you in
realizing your own spiritual path.
JMU Worship/Meeting on Sunday, Oct. 6 at 5 PM In Maury G5
For further information contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
Harrisonhurg Unitarian Universalists

TAKE

http://HUUweb.org

Phone: Xf>7-007.<

I

41 E S T E I)
LATELY?

n nTh

Sunday Worship 10:30AM

Call me. I can help.
FLEX ACCEPTED
UN SANDWICHES

A in 11

434-7647

DELIVERY
THROUGH
DINNER TO GO

438-9993

WELCOME PARENTS!
This Parent's Weekend, bring Mom & Dad to Spanky's
(a JMU favorite for over 25 years) to check out our new
menu items, including homemade chips, French fries,
spinach dip, wraps, and much more!
CLIP THIS COUPON & SAVE!

Enjoy a complimentary
piece of homemade
peanut butter pie with
the purchase of anv
sandwich & a drink

442-7878
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

THURSDAY, OCT.

- FLEXing to the max
JMU students spend almost
$100,000 in off-campus
FLEX during September.

NEWS
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"1 don't really have a plan for
after graduation, I'm just
checking things out."
JESSICA BAILEY

senior

story btlow

see story below

Law school expo answers questions
BY TOM MAHONEY

contributing writer
JMU students got a glimpse
into the wide world of law
school recently. Representatives
from 16 different law schools
came to Taylor Hall Tuesday for
a law school exposition.
The expo was sponsored
and organized by the Academic
Advising
and
Career
Development office. The purpose of the expo was two-fold:
to share information regarding
the admissions and application
process and to answer any
questions students might have
in order to be competitive candidates for law school, according to career specialist from the
Academic Advising office
Rachel Montgomery.
Montgomery said approximately 200 students from all
majors attended.
She said about 30 schools
were invited to be represented
at the expo and 16 attended. It
was coordinated with the
University of Virginia and
Virginia Tech's graduate Khool
fairs, which were Monday and
Wednesday, respectively.
Tracy Hakala, a representative from Academic Advising
and Career Development, said
this is the second year that the
department has sponsored a
law school expo. "The purpose
is for law schools to share
information with students and

for students interested in law
school to ask questions,"
Hakala said.
Kirsten ButleRitchie, a representative from the Appalachian
School of Law said, "1 start off
with statistics about previous
classes and answer general
information questions about
the application process. I
then go into specifics about
our curriculum."
Students from several
departments came to the
expo to learn more about the
different law schools in
attendance "I don't really
have a plan for after graduation, I'm just checking things
out," senior English major
Jessica Bailey said. Bailey
said she heard about the
expo from an e-mail sent out
by the English department.
Mike Melcher, a junior,
said he was there to get more
information about law school.
"I'm keeping my options
open; I'm here to get a timeline of where I'm supposed to
be and what I'm supposed to
do," Melcher said.
The expo took place from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. in Taylor 202. For
more information about this
and other post-graduation
opportunities, the Academic
Advising
and
Career
Development office in Wilson
Hall can be contacted at x86555 or at www.jmu.edu/carefr.

BJUSIIjN DONNB I \U<mntmliniiphmtgraftier
Sean Patton. a representative from Temple University, provides JMU senior Mandle Cosfley with law school Information.

U.S.-lraq panel
A U.S. - Iraq forum
was heW Tuesday
In the Health and
Human Services
Building.
Muhammed
Askary(left), an
Iraqi Kurd and parttime JMU professor
of religion and philosophy, spoke to
the audience about
the current conflict
between the
United States and
Iraq. The event
was sponsored by
the Center for
Multicultural and
International
Student Services.
BRIAN CVIMrSUtuBphmnKraphrr

Applications

are

due

a briefing from the intelligence
directorate and perhaps a talk
with a recruitment office representative. Students considering
a career with this agency are
strongly encouraged to apply
for this opportunity, according
to the e-mail.
Because of anticipated
demand, students will be selected for this trip through a competitive application process.
Applications will be reviewed
by the political science faculty.
Students will be resp<»nsible for

BY JENNIFER O'BRIEN

dollar F1£X off campus makes, Sept. 11 when Young Democrats
card services has agreed to put collected donations on the comJMU students have spent back into the expansion of the mons as part of the SG A's day of
remembrance. Senior Scott Stein
$95,000 in FLEX off campus in the program," Mills said.
For merchants to participate, accepted the money on behalf of
first 30 days since students gained
the option to use JAC cards at they must either buy or rent a the rescue squad
"Every little bit helps, we
Harrisitnburg businesses.
JAC card module, Mills said.
This announcement was The cost is either a flat fee of $860 do appreciate it, Stein said.
made at Tuesday night's Student or a rental fee of $60 per month. "This helps us continue otterGovernment Association senate Participating merchants also are ing free service as we have for
meeting when Dave Mills, coor- featured in on-campus advertis- over 50 years."
Stein said the squad currently
dinator of FLEX off campus and ing that displays the "merchant
former SGA president, spoke on of the week" and any student is working toward three major
financial goals: constructing a
how the program plays an inte- specials they arc offering.
"In the future there is no busi- new building on Reservoir Street,
gral role in fostering Nfctttonships within the greater ness that would not benefit from impmving ambulances and purchasing new safely equipment
accepting FI.F.X off campus.
Harrisonburg community.
Mills said. "The sky is the limit as
far as this pnigram is concerned."
Most students also are excited about the early success of
I don't have to think
the program.
Senior Adam Suritz said, "I
twice about if there is
found myself going out a lot
any cash in my wallet, nuHV to off-campus restaurants
[take| ILEX. It is so convenwhich there usually isn'/. that
ient. I don't have to think twice
if then1 is any cash in my
— Adam Suritz about
wallet, which there usually isn't.
"I was really petejantf) Mf
prised by how much the JMU
stiuk'nls ajc sotting behind this
Judging by the student response
Ill \ rjfl campus is not just this is going to be a growing
about the dollar figures; it is a program," SuriU said.
transaction with the community,"
Other community events
Mills said. "It is a way to make were addressed during the
students more valued ... and a meeting, where SGA and Young
KtKI lt()tl;.vnrn)>nnii|(r**'«rar*"
Democrats joined fore to pres- SGA president Levar Stoney
mutually beneficial pnigram."
With 1° businesses currently ent I check for $258.40 to the speaks to the SGA executive
participating and others plan- Harrisonburg Volunteer Rescue board and senate at a meetning to join. Mills said, "every Squad. The money was raised ing Tuesday evening.
SGA reporter

-64

Political Science department
organizes trip to CIA headquarters
Monday for senior or juniorlevel political science and international affairs majors who are
interested in visiting the CIA
headquarters Nov. 12 for
recruitment purposes.
A JMU alumnus who currently works at the CIA has
arranged for a group of no more
than 20 students to visit the
headquarters, according to an email sent to political science and
international affairs majors
The visit will include a tour,

SGA reports off-campus
FLEX use booming

a $20 transportation fee, payable
in advance.
The group will depart campus by bus at 7 a.m. on Oct. .2
and return at approximate I \ 1
p.m. Application forms arc
available in the political science
department office on tte first
fltxw of Maury Hall and must be
returned to the office by
Monday, Oct. 7. Students with
questions should contact political science professor |essica
Adolinoatx8-6413.
— nmpiled tn staff trports

59

Breast Cancer Awareness Week
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority's annual
Breast Cancer Awareness Week benefiting the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation kicked off Monday
with an a capella benefit concert.
Performing at the College Center were
Madison Project (left). Bluest ones.
Overtones, NoteOrlety and Exit 248.
Madison Project members performing
Include (I to r) senior Brody Bond,
sophomores Kyle Busey, Jordon
Herzog, Graham Cochrane. senior
Keven QuINon, freshman Paul Pucket.
senior Adam Surttz, sophomores Ryan
McAllister, Andy Price, Junior Andrew
Rozler Smolen, senior Chuck Stollory
and Junior Matt Harrison. Breast
Cancer Awareness week continued
Tuesday when ZTA sponsored "Wear
Pink" day, handing out pink ribbons
and selling pink "Madison" shirts on
the commons patio (right). ZTA members Junior Krlsten Frahler, sophomores
Kristin Dfvincenzo and Megan Powell (I
to r) sell T-shirts to freshmen Phil
Wrtry and Tim Myers. Wednesday concluded the week's events with an open
mk Survivor Night In the Health and
MANNA MARTINSON/,"Mn*.<roi« r*»o»rqp»ri Human Services building.

MORGAN RIKHIJonrntannt ;>h*>«riv*r
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RV BAR!

Buy One Combo Meal.

Downfown: 433-3917

Get Second
Half Off!

aspberty

_Exj>._IOJ7-02_

YELLOW CAB
• Radio Dispatched
• Service lo all major airports

•SUSHI
• SPECIALTY
DRINKS
•KIDS MENU

Wheelchair accessible vehicles

•Prompt, Courteous Service*

24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

OUR EXPERT KYOTO CHEFS PREPARE,
FROM APPETIZER TO ENTREE,
YOUR DELICIOUS DINNER AT AUTHENTIC
TEPPAN YAKJ TABLES.
829 E. MARKET STREET HARR1S0NBURG, VA

Cradle Mtn.

Ski & Skate

'Harriionburs'i Source For the Coolest Stuff on Earth"

SEASON RENTALS O2-'03

Need Computer
Repairs?

■mm TON ravmuMT von TM

WMOU MASON, NOT DUI BACK INT1L

Srorfs on Sept. 1. '02

Demo Skis
Shape Skis
Kids Skis

.*o«°*

Snowboards

$149.99
$99.99
$69.99
$99.99

Call Meridian Computers Today!
564-1949

(Both Strap. Step In)

Sow SIP On Everything In September
Packages Include Everything You Need
Skis.Boatd.Boots.Bindings.Poles .
Tatrm Horn* w: You. Jutl Likm You Own It

■S NMSMM <C

■«. IS lul

Behind Shonmy'%

Call
433-7201

Autfumzcd Dealers:
(Burton
Oaifey
■Ride
70?
Safomon
DC Shoe
'Hfef
CoCumbia
(Dragon
Spytfer...

We Service All Makes and Models
498-1 University Blvd. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Diagonally Across From Sheet/., Behind Valley Mall

Hours of Operation
Vary Ofl SCAIH

COMMUNICATIONS 101:

UnPlan TODAY
Activation

SUNCOM'S JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

Nokia 5165 digital phone

WIRELESS PACKAGE.

Face Plate
i NOteS" i^litiUninbiawk

UnPlan
PAY THE

SAME SUBSCRIPTION FEE
EACH MONTH.

CALL ALL YOU WANT,
ANYTIME, TO ANYWHERE IN AMERICA.
DON'T PAY FOR ANOTHER PHONE CALL AGAIN'.
NOKIA 516}

Included Feature.: Voicemail ■ Caller ID • Call Waiting • Text Messaging • 3-Way Calling

SUBSCRIBE FOR S

49'95

A MONTH.

WE 00NT WANT TO CHANCE PEOPLE. WE WANT TO CHANCE WIRELESS.
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SwnCorn Store location.

Sun Hourr M-F 9*70
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Marketplace Snoppes
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SunConrr
Member of the AT4T Wireless Network
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Parents Weekend to bring events, entertainment
PARENTS, from page 1
Dining services is providing
» free continental breakfast at
PC Dukes Sunday from 9 to 11
a.m. as well as a "Great Deal
Brunch" at Gibbons Hall from
10 a.m. until 2 p.m. For families
in search of exercise, the trek
across Interstate 81 features
"Lunch with a View" at the
Festival from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
There are also plenty of
things to do that aren't foodrelated. For those interested in
the outdoors there is a canoe
trip Saturday morning from 8
to 11 a.m. sponsored by UREC.
Also, Zeta Tau Alpha sorority is holding its annual 5K for
the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation at 9 a.m.
Saturday beginning at the

Congress
seeks Rose's
opinion
CONGRESS, from page I
Currently chair of the Virginia
Council of Presidents, Rose has
worked with the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools, JMU's regional accrediting agency. The release said he
also has served as Virginia state
chairman, commissioner, executive council member and committee chair for the association.
The purpose of the hearing
was to "provide information to
subcommittee members on the
accreditation process and its role
of assuring quality in postsecondary education," according to
the release. Among topics discussed were accreditation agencies and pestsecondary institutions within the accreditation
process and the role of the US.
Department of Education.
Additionally, the hearing
examined whether the current
requirements for accreditation
ensure the quality of education. It
also addressed how the process
of getting accredited could
increase cost According to the
release, the only other college
president to testify at the hearing
was Laura Palmer Noone, president of the University of Phoenix

College Center. UREC also is
providing group tours from 9 to
11 a.m. as well as an opportunity for family members to climb
the wall from 9 a.m. to noon.
Cost is $5 and you must register
by Saturday.
Academic receptions for the
various colleges within I Ml
will be held at different times
Saturday. This presents an
opportunity for parents to meet
professors and see what students are required to do with
classes and majors. Students can
check with their department
heads for times and places.
The annual Arboretum bulb
sale begins at 9 a.m. Saturday
at the Edith ). Carrier
Arboretum and Botanical
Gardens pavilion and will end

at 4 p.m. Tours will be given
throughout the day, and James
Madison Montpelier red maple
trees will be sold.

-66
... I plan on showing
my support for JMU by
attending the football
game ...
—Ashleigh Covington
sophomore

95

The Student Ambassadors
will present the annual
"Outstanding Parents Award"
during halftime of the noon
football game versus the
University of Maine. Tickets
can be bought at the
Convocation Center at Entrance
D. Athletic ticket office employee and
senior Shannon
McQuary said, 'Tickets are still
available, but they are almost
sold out. They can be bought by
cash, check or credit card, but
not with FLEX." McQuary said
parents also can call 568-DUKK
and order tickets over the
phone and pick them up at the
"will call" tent outside of Gate
Five of Bridgeforth Stadium as
early as 10 a.m. Saturday. She
said since the whole stadium is

reserved seating, students must
pick up their tickets in the
Warren Hall post office area
Friday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m..rYespme festivities will be
held on Godwin field.
Saturday night also will
feature two other sporting
events — volleyball against
Drexel University at 7 p.m. in
Godwin Hall and men's soccer against George Mason
University at 7 p.m. at
Reservoir Street field.
Ixxrated four miles outside
the historic town of Orange,
about
56
miles
from
I lamsonburg,
Montpelier,
fames Madison's birthplace, is
offering special rates tor JMU
students and parents.
Some
students
aren't

expecting parent visitors this
weekend, but they don't seem
to have low expectations of
this weekend's festivities.
Sophomore
Ashleigh
Covington said, "Even though
my parents aren't coming I
plan on showing my support
for JMU by attending the football game as well as the pregame tailgate. I ... look forward to having fun — parents
or no parents."
Sophomore Joe Caron said,
"I don't think it really matters
what we do because it will be
great just to see [my parents]
and all of the events sound fun
to me."
Additional information can
be found at the Parents
Weekend Web site.

Viewpoints on sex discussed Board discusses
budget cut plans

VIEWPOINTS, from page 1
desire using math and graphs.
He related a male's sexual
desire to a microwave, shooting
from zero upward exponentially. A female's desire is more like
a Crock-Pot, slowly heating up,
from zero only gradually sloping upward.
Friedman said he takes a
different perspective as an
abstinence educator and recognizes that there always will
be people with different
views and values. He has
received death threats for his
work, he said, drawing the
heaviest criticism from the
"heartland
of
America"
including
the
Dakotas,
Minnesota and Montana.
Friedman said he was even
singled out by one of the
nation's leading conservative
activists, Randall A. Terry, in
his book, "Accessory to
Murder: The Enemies, Allies
and Accomplices to the Death
of our Culture."
"Sex is good," Friedman
said. "I am not another one
of those people here to
preach at you today that sex
is bad or dirty or evil or
filthy. Sex is good. It is what
we learn about sex that is not
so good."
In northern European

Bubble Tea
It's different. It's refreshing
and
It tastes great!!
(We also have great tasting
Espresso Drinks)

countries, he said, the first
time one has sexual intercourse it is called "making
one's sexual debut," rather
than the harsh connotations
that "losing one's virginity"
depicts in the United States
Friedman opened the lecture with three conditions to
meet before engaging in sexual intercourse. The first was
to be able affirm the person —
knowing their name, being
able to look them in the eyes
and
being
comfortable
enough with the person to
leave the lights on during
sexual intercourse.
"We use alcohol as a social
lubricant," Friedman said.
"Your challenge is to become
more comfortable talking about
sex, so that you don't use alcohol as an excuse."
Friedman said the next
condition is to make sure that
both partners are willing to
accept responsibility, using
birth control and by obtaining consent.
Lastly, before instigating
sexual intercourse, he said
partners must be able to assure
mutual pleasure for both parties involved.
He discussed reasons why
men seem to always be ready
to have sex and the need to

adamantly pursue a sexual
partner. He covered "locker
room talk." in which men feel
Cressure from their peers to
ave sex. He also discussed
how many men have conceptualized sexual relations in
terms of a baseball diamond
and they attempt to circle the
bases as quickly as possible for
the "score."
According to Friedman, one
of the greatest pressures that
guys face growing up is homophobia, the fear of being perceived as gay.
"It is where even nice guys
make sexual demands on
their partners to such an
extent that the average age of
first intercourse for inner city
boys, the first time that they
are doing it, is 11.8 years old,"
Friedman said.
Student reaction to the
lecture was positive. "I figured that it was not going to
be that kind of thing in
school where a guy gets up
and tells you a whole bunch
of conservative crap about
[sex]," freshman Bo Akfed
said. "But he was very open
about it, which is why it was
veryeood."
"Tne J Spot" was free and a
wellness passport event for
GHTH 100 students.

BOA RD, from page 1
reported that the University of
Virginia Board of Visitors is considering the unprecedented
step of raising tuition midyear
"That won't be happening at
JMU," Dudik said. However,
depending on the percentage
JMU's budget is decreased,
"tuition increases may happen
next year," he said.

Tuition increases may
happen next year.
—Andrew Dudik
Board of Visitors student
representative

95
Because JMU must meet
the budget restrictions handed down by the state, possible student tuition increases
are a "necessary evil,"
according to Dudik.
The Sept. 29 rrm«-Dispafc/i
also reported that professors at
other Virginia state institutions
are fearing layoffs and that faculty morale is very low.

According
to
Michael
Smilowitz, speaker of the faculty senate, this is not the case at
JMU. "Professors aren't worried about their jobs," he said.
With everything hinging on
the governor's announcement,
it appears that the board will
not take any steps towards
altering the budget before they
meet again in January.
"I'm in the dark," Smilowitz
said about the budget. "We're
all in the dark."
According
to
Mark
Obenshain, a board member from
Harrisonburg,
"We're waiting to see what
happens with the budget
that was proposed."
Dudik said that if, in later
meetings, the board is forced by
budget cuts to debate increasing student tuition, he would
urge them to be "fiscally
responsible "
Speaking on behalf of JMU
students, Dudik said that he
would support tuition increases
"just to cover necessary programs and no new programs."
The JMU board meets
Fnday afternoon at 1 p.m. in the
College Center board room.
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Speaker alleges sweatshop conditions in GAP factory
SPEAKER, from page 1
the workers in the factory,
according to Salazar. Their
bosses would often reportedly
yell insults at them, and if a
garment was not made to their
satisfaction the workers would
reportedly be hit in the face
with it, she said.
Pregnant workers in the factories often allegely were ostracized and made to stand for the
duration of their nine-hour
work days, when normally
workers are allowed to sit, she
said. Salazar and her fellow
workers organized a union
because of their wages and
working conditions.
Salazar headed the union but
she said she became pregnant
and seven months into her preg-

nancy was fired, she said. After
UNITE put pressure on CAP,
Salazar was rehired. Not long
after however, everyone in the
factory was allegedly fired on
April 26. when the union workers began to demonstrate in
hopes of attaining more rights
and better wages, Salazar said.
According to Gap Inc's
Social Responsibility Web site,
www.gapinc.com/social_rrsp/sou
rcing/vcndor _codc.htm,
the
rri.iiler has operated according to a Code of Vendor
Conduct since the early '90s.
The site states, "All of us at
GAP Inc. want factory workers to be treated with dignity
and respect. We also want
them to work in a safe and
healthy environment."

The site adds, "Right now
at a factory somewhere in the
world, one of our Vendor
Compliance Officers might
be helping an employee get
the pay she is owed; or we're
convincing a vendor to rehire a labor organizer who
was improperly fired; or we
might be doing something as
simple but important as per
suading a vendor to improve
the sanitary conditions of
employee toilets."
According to Salazar, 1,200
families in San Salvador are
now without |obs, they have
been put on a black list, and
aren't able to get rehired by
other companies.
Salazar said she has come
to America in hopes that

when people hear her story
people will take action.
Salazar, as well as members
of UNITE, encourage people
to go to GAP stores, talk to
nunagtn and send Ittttn to
top members of the company
demanding better treatment
of workers in factories as well
as the reopening of factories
that were shut down
Salazar said that though
they do not encourage consumers to boycott GAP products, they
do
suggest
explaining to GAP employees that if improvements
aren't made in their fa.-tones.
customers no longer will
support their company.
Junior Nadine Wu, a member of Concerned Students for

Workers' Rights and the president of JMU's chapter of
Amnesty
International,
organized the event. She said
she was able to organize it
due to the connections she
made through a trip she took
this summer to El Salvador
and Guatemala with the
United Students Against
Sweatshop Workers.
Wu said she thai this summer during her trip to
Guatemala and El Salvador
she was able to speak with
union workers and see firsthand the conditions of the factory workers
"Twelve hundred families
without jobs is outrageous,
morally wrong and unethical,"
she said. "It's all about taking

responsibility. We are consumers, citizens of the world
and we are humans
"No country, including
America,
is perfect," Wu
added. "In some ways we are
responsible for the suffering of
other people. It is up to us to
»m about what is happening in
this world and to take responsibility for our actions."
Student response to the
presentation was positive.
Sophomore Johanna Somers
said, "I really enjoyed it
because it got the message
out. It's nice to have people
who don't know anything
about it, be exposed."
JMU's Concerned Students
for Workers' Rights was founded in Fall 2000

Students
protest at
Valley Mall
STUDENTS, from page 1
junior Nadine Wu, president of
JMU's chapeter of Amnesty
International. Without many
shoppers in the store, the group
ensued with their demonstration
Hernandez is participating
in "Stop GAP Sweatshops," a
two-week Fall Worker Tour of
university campuses across the
country. The tour, sponsored by
UNITE and the American
Federation of Labor-Congress of
Industrial Organization, is
designed to raise awareness and
provide a voice for garment
workers who seek worker
rights, Hernandez said.
In addition to raising campus awareness, the tour's objective also is to raise local awareness at the GAP by going to area
stores, according to Hernandez.
JMU senior and Valley Mall
GAP retail store supervisor John
Flemming said, "All we have
seen is videos where GAP treats
their shop workers [nicely.]"
Flemming added that the company video "goes through one
worker and how they were able
to afford a house."
"1 had heard both sides (of
how workers are treated) from
on-campus groups," Flemming
said. "1 have never seen thus
type of protest before."
Although the Harrisonburg
GAP store, well-lit and air-conditioned, provides a comfortable atmosphere for store
employees and customers,
Hernandez described opposite
conditions at the El Salvador
factory that was contracted by
Tainan Enterprises, the company owning the factory that is
subcontracted out by GAP.
According to Hernandez, the
factory is reportedly very hot
and has no clean water. She
added, "The bathrooms are
dirty and many people have
intestinal sickness."
In comparison to the choice
eateries at the mall, Hernandez
said factory-provided meals
"sometimes consisted of only
rice and chicken juice." Since
Hernandez allegedly was living
off of nearly S5 a day from an
hourly wage of less than a dollar, she said her spending was
frugal and her diet consisted of
"barely beans."
Despite working conditions,
Hernandez has worked in
Salvadorian factories for 10
years because her country mostly provides factory work of this
nature. "Thtre is not really any
other work, and companies
come here because the labor is
cheap," he said
According to literature published by UNITE, when
Hernandez and fellow workers
rallied together to gain union
recognition, the GAP pulled its
orders once workers began to
demand benefits, better wages,
better overtime rates, Christmas
bonuses and cheaper groceries.
Although the Union of
Icxtile Workers was established,
Hernandez, and other workers
allegedly found themselves
without jobs and blacklisted
from other El Salvador factories
which are commonly referred to
as "maquilas" in Spanish.
Hernandez said, "We want
the factory to reopen so we can
gain and they can gain." She said
that with better wages and benefits, the factories would get better
production from their workers
Hernandez said, "(Overall), I
think the tour can be effective."
With union support, Hernandez
is not only raising awareness but
also is able to study law in El
Salvador. Hernandez added that
without union support, workers
face great difficulty in establish
ing their rights.

TIP: Know where your parents are at all times.
FACT: You'll need stuff.

GREAT GIFTS FOR
PARENTS' WEEKEND!
• Huge selection of official
JMU clothing
• Great assortment of golf
accessories
• Plus: mugs, pennants, and more!
Oi JAMES
^MADISON

UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE
Warren Campus Center • 568-6121 • ffollett.com

Visit us at efollett.com
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SKYDIVE!
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(540) 943-6587
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Want to SKI I his Winter ?

swwsmm SKI SEASON

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minuts
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

3, 2002

JMU Student Discounts

MountainTop Condo w/FP and Kitchen - Sleeps 6
Incredible Views I Tubing I Snowmobiles
and Nightly Entertainment

1(877)34*3759

For best bookings, call NOW 1-877-572-2210
Misty Mountain Rentals or www.snowshoerentals.com
ASK FOR: MmintainCrvirf Condominiums. Unit THREE

((877) DIVE-SKY)

•Clip and Save thlM Ad"

www.skydiveorange.com
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Sal BSU~.
1 Mott-Sat lam- 8pm
Stut fOam - 5pm

I Soy Milk AoaiUU.
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6oo University Boulevard Beside Costco 6V Ntelos - Between Sheetz and JMU Arboretum -- Ask about our meal cards!
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Will work on
any make
and model

$
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James Madison Unnwslty
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DELIVERY AND CARRVOUT

ORDCR

2455 East Market Street
Office (540) 434-6731 • Body shop (540) 437-1664

PIZZA

ONLINE!
BcttCf Ingredients
Ik-tier PiZZa.

Heritage Oaks
GOLF

Joe Bowman Auto Plaza Body Shop

COURSE

Pro Shop • Club Repair • Instruction • Driving Range

18 Hole
Championship
Golf Course

See Kevin Landes for free estimates

TONIGHT!
^fiiursday^
-y Oct. 3rd r-

"FLOuRPLAY" PRODUCTIONS FROM
NEW YORK CITY AS SEEN ON
"E" TELEVISION PRESENTS

Special College 6 Month Season Pass
January 1st- June 30th

First Ever College Hip Hop & Dance

$425
As an added bonus, if you sign up before December 3rd,
you can begin your Season Pass when you sign up.

Heritage Oaks Golf Course is now open full time!
Also, call about our twilight rates!
Bring in this ad and receive $10.00 off |
regular greens fees and cart fees
|
(twilight not included)

.

call 442-6502
or stop by
680 Garbers Church Road
to set up your tee time today!

I

Public
Welcome!

i[
J

COLLEGE ID OR VIP PASS REQUIRED!
153 South Mainstreet. Harrisonburg
For More Information Call

432.9963

Visit Us at Our Website
www.ntainstreetrocks.com
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HACK'S

•MCKEHOUSE
Welcome!
Parents &
Students

Route 33 East
at the Base of
Massanutten

it [M.I.I
.Sophisticated ^ou'^eir1 Cufe'"* »n a Rustic ELnvironment
r catu ring fine wines and microbrcws
Now taking reservations for parents weekend
Z69-7667

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Invites you to their Sunday College Ministry activities
College Sunday School 9:45am
Morning Worship I 1:00am
College Chorale 4:00pm
College Bible Study 5:00pm
Fellowship Dinner 6:00pm (Free!)
Tran.vporun.wi tv.nlabtc for all events
Call Barbara Hollowell. Mnusur of Students
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
433-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

Hometown Music
dm/Mrs, **»s,

DRUMS,

PA AKD Mont - w«w.honetewnmutic.iiet

PA Sale!

Stt homefownmusicnef

Font KM sneuis t into
Specials on
Mackie B¥

& Crate

Save up to 40% off
list on PA speakers
and systems from
$149 to $599

Store Hwr.
10-6 Man. Ttw, Their, Ffl;
IQ-iSet
Ctoee4 Witenlis
HM4W

PA Rentals Available

434-4159 • 2990 S Main Sheet

HEAVENLY HAM
182 Neff Ave . Harrisonburg
Behind Wal-Mart at the Valley Mall
434-5700.434-5011-fax

Ham and Much More!
Eat-In
Party Platters
Take-Out
Tailgating
$1.00 off Box Lunch
ExpvM: Oct. 3. 2003

Valid in Ilamtaoburg Mere only
Nc* valid on deliveries or with other offers.

TT^ 1 T
11U.11

[,r\W^ 1 "skcr.andcah Valley's Hair Care Specialists'
Vv1! 1 Cvl ««2SoMktatetAyMteSHrWilwiuI)t«ui

NO Waiting in
Barber Shop

$6.00 HAIRCUTS
Complete Line of
Hair Products

Tanning Beds Year-Round

The Joshua Wilton House Inn & Restaurant
"The Best Restaurant in Harrisonburg"
-eightyone magazine
While in Harrisonburg, make us your first choice for elegant lodging and dining. We have five
sumptuously appointed overnight rooms offered in a "bed and breakfast" format. Additionally, we
offer fine dining in five intimate dining rooms and a brick patio (weather permitting). The a la carte
menu offers the best and most exciting cuisine in the central Shenandoah Valley, the executive chef
uses only the finest farm-raised meats, fresh seafood, and locally grown produce. Be sure to stop by and
see us, or visit our website for more information.

The Inn
eQueen sized beds and private baths
ePreferred dinner reservations
eFull breakfast included in room rate
eOnly four blocks from campus

The Restaurant
• Wt'ne Spectator Award of Excellence
•Vegetarian/vegan options
•Serving dinner only Tues-Sat
•Reservations recommended

412 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 434-4464
www.joshuawilton.com

Warning: Room reservations for graduation and Parent's Weekend are booked exactly one year in advance by a lottery system
Dinner Reservations are taken beginning at 10:00AM on the second Tuesday in January for that calendar year. Call for further information.
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JOSEPH GUS FITZGERALD

mayor, City of Harrisonburg
see letter below

see house editorial, below
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"'Party' isn't a verb. It's a
noun, just like 'excuse' and
'rationalization.'"

"However, when the facts are
evaluated, the benefits of the
bond issue for JMU outshine
even the most skeptical views."

OPINION

3. 2002 I

EDITORIAL

Bond money not free-for-all, further explanation needed
You've jusl graduated from
college and you suddenly find
yourself looking for a place to
live. You want to buy a house,
but certainly you don't have
enough money in your pocket
to pay for such a large expense
all at once Fortunately, if you
have established good credit,
you can apply for a lo.in .it
your bank, which you can pay
off over the years as you work.
Because interest rates are low,
now seems to be a good time
to make a solid investment in
your future.
The
Commonwealth
of
Virginia is seeking to make a similar investment in its future in the
form of a bond to allot
$900,488,645 to institutions of
higher education for capital projeib- toi facilities, according to the
Sept. 9 issue of The Breeze. The
bond, which will be put to the
vote on the Nov. 5 ballot, would
give $WM million to JMU for
seven proposed projects, according to the article.
According to Fred Hilton,
director
of
University
Communications, a bond works
much like a mortgage »>n a house.
The state borrows money from a
financial institution that specializes in bonds and repays it over
an extended period of time, usually 20 years. Because of the large
amount of money involved and
the state's solid financial position
— Virginia is one of only eight
states with a AAA bond rating,
qualifying it for the lowest interest rates — money can be borrowed at a very tow interest rate,
according to Hilton. The financial
institution, in turn, sells the
bonds at a slightly lower rate of
interest return to investors who
are attracted to bonds because
they are low-risk investments
and offer some tax advantages.
Budget cuts have resulted in

hiring and travel freezes for faculty and staff (77* Breeze, Aug. 2ft)
with the additional possibility of
tuition increases after Gov. Mark
Warner returns the state's budget
cut*- (stv story Page 1). With such
threats to JMU's daily operations,
many students are left questioning the adminstration's motives
in pmmoting a bond that would
fund amstruction projects. Who
needs another building when
there apparently are no professors to teach in it?
In 1992, the last time
Virginia voters were presented
with a higher education bond.
JMU students asked the
same question. In a Oct
15, 1992 house editorial.
Vie Breeze lambasted the
administration tor supporting a bond that
would fund construction of new facilities,
including the controversial CIS AT complex,
while apparently ignoring more pressing needs
While hard economic
limes resulted a "freeze on
faculty and staff positions,
a loss of planned faculty
nrfMI and bringing expanding programs to a standstill,''
The Breeze argued that "The
university should be working
on recouping those devastating losses, rather than pouring its energy into a college
(CISAT) that won't benefit
many of the people it's asking
to pay for it."
As much as we would like to
see faculty pay raises and end to
the hiring freeze, a bond cannot
provide for these things any
DION than it could 10 years ago
"It's the nature of the bond,"
Hilton said. "Bond issues ,,m
not be used for operating
expenses, such as new positions
no bank is going to loan you

money to finance pay raises."
Hilton explained, adding that a
bank can finance only those
projects which eventually will
be completed and paid
off, such as construction
or renovation projects.
Such projects also can
be used as equity and
reclaimed if the state
defaults on its loan.
Based on Virginia's
track record of paying
off its previous loans, it
does not appear that
voters have any reason
to suspect the state will
default on this one.
According to the Sept. 26
issue of The Breeze.
Virginia pasted bond resolubons in 1%8, '77 and
VL According to Hilton,
the state has paid off both
the '68 and 77 bonds,
which also financed [MU
amstruction
projects.
Taxes and tuition will not
need to be increased to
pay off the bond, as within the content of the overall state budget, the
annual payback is not
large enough to necessitate such raises, according to Foundation 2002:
Building a Better Virginia
publication.
Unlike the controversial
projects proposed in "91,
those to be funded by
this year's bond are less
likely to stir up argument. "About half the
projects in the bond
issue are for renovation," Hilton
said.
"These facilities are
already staffed and
additional employees
are not necessary." One
hardlv can argue that
Miller and Harrison

halls are not in need of repair and
would benefit greatly from renovations provided by the bond.
The other construction projects,
including a center for the art* and
music recital hall, aim to focus
attention back one long-neglected arts programs. "You can't continue having classes in buildings
like Theatre II; ifs a disgrace,"
Hilton said. "The arts have not
had the attention they deserve,
and that's the next place to [be
funded by a bond]."
Amid so much positive talk
about the bond, students can't be
faulted for being skeptical if thev
think there is another side to the
story. With $99.9 million at stake
students may wonder if the
administration is shuffling opposition under the rug According
to the Sept. 26 issue of TV Breeze.
this was the exact reason whv
the
Student
Government
Association did not pass a unanimous resolution to encourage
students to vote for the bond
issue. "I wanted to have mon>
deliberation before it was passed
because I didn't think that an
adequate argument for the negative effects was given," Lindsay
Nash, sophomore senator from
Hoffman Hall said. "Nobodv
presented anything talking
about the flip side"
However, when the facts are
evaluated, the benefits of the
bond issue for JMU outshine
even the most skeptical views.
The state has proven it can pay
off its debts and JMU has chosen
its investments wisely. "The
only reason I can think of [for
opposing the bond issue] is that
some people are diametrically
opposed to borrowing money
for any reason," Hilton MM
"This philosophy is not workable in today's society any more
than buying a house without a
long-term loan is feasible
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JESS HANEBURY

Post-graduation anxiety hits early
I know exactly when it
started. This summer, I innocently was teasing my sister
who in turn was flipping out,
when suddenly things took an
evil turn. My mom said in my
sister's defense, "Don't worry
Jacqui This is her last time living here. She graduates this
year and she'll have to find a
place of her own." All the color
drained from my face faster
than M.C. Hammer spent his
money. I couldn't feel mv
hands.
Mouth dry, back
sweaty. All I said in response
was, "Shut up!" like a frightened 5-year-old.
Yes, of course my mom was
kidding.
As
she
later
remarked, "Don't worry less
there will always be room
here" What? Now she thinks
I'll never get a job? Mom, just
shut up! You're not helping!
(Please envision various frantu
hand-movements as I relay the
rest ot my troubles )
I find myself exactly where I
said I never would be last vra
going crazy at the thought of
final and absolute independent I made fun of mv upper-

classman friends who were acting like graduation was going to
be the end ot iheir world but
now, to quote the great Alanis
Morissette, "Isn't it ironic?" (No,
I do not think she is really "the
great'' Alanis Morissette but I'm
losing my mind, I deserve a little artistic leeway.)
I'm not even sure what I'm
supposed to be doing right
now. Is this the month I work
on schoolwork and extracurrk ulars? Or am I supposed to
be looking for an internship
for over winter break? Or is
this when I fix my resume
and find a job to follow up
my impending graduation? I
don't know which one is the
most important and 1 sure as
hell can't do all of them at the
same damn time
I'd like to take it all one
step at a time, but I can't even
Wwk right now.
Many fellow seniors may
think it's | little earlv to be worrying about graduation right
now. But I'm a SMAD majoi
Wd■ ie warned from dav one
■bout the post-graduation shm
pickings. I'm surprised we don't

have a required class on how to
stalk potential employers The
jobs are few and the applicants
are many. It's tin* much for one
girl to worry about.

halt an hour e\erv Monday I
worry that someplace, in MDM

lio there's a grammar mistake
and that little split infinitive —
Gasp! - will be the reason I
sweep the floors at Spin
Megabit rather than write for it.
And I hate to put more of
a burden on the poor little
guys, but the freshmen don't
help either. Every time I talk
to them, they're telling me
about their first Parents
Weekend or their first meal at
The Festival. It only reminds
me of how quickly I'm
approaching my last.
And then there's the question, the question that stops
even the cmlest of the mellowest of the chillest seniors \AVM\
in their tracks 'What exactly
do you want to do after graduation1" I've seen broken compasses with more direction
than me at this point. I'd be a
stringer
tor (hnkai
Feed
Monthly right now if that got
me a byline. Don't ask me that
qiuMion I io use that energ\ to
find me a job.
Although I MCDI like some
kind of psychotic work-a-holic, I

measly little sentence in an article in some comer of mv portfo-

see FVTVRE, page 21

I find myself exactly
where I said I never
would be last year:
going crazy at the
thought of final and
absolute independence.

I worry that even if I were
putting in a daily load ot 10
houn Of work, my future
empiover would somehow find
out about and judge me lor
watching "Road
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Column put blame
on wrong people
To their
This letter is regarding
the hospitality major who
complained in the Sept. 30
4 The Bwzr about not
appreciating the hospitality
Of the Harrisonburg Police
Department
uliy I ignore these

but it anno
when our highly professional
and extremely patient police
i) people
lural right to parry.
, and morally, the right
naturally,
isn't a verb It's .1
noun, ).
lie" and
"rationalization.''
many people at a
party I
Luckily
i e to do
that (ot
i
think
you're
responsible for someone at
your p
don't know his nan
of times adults only invite
people they know to their
parties. Go figure.
One of the five nearest
guv-, hi
I for an
doubt it.
Hot if so, perhaps that fault
re with those committing th<
tan those
making the |
blame our COpB because It's a
target-neh envinmr
Round two of a submi? And
the lault lies with the police,
the
jail
personnel, an
unidentified kid In I
or U.S. New* and Pluylxn/7 I
hope the program at
I dkm't quite get the point
that particular op-ed |

Perhaps it was an a
don of why it's a bad idea to
rangers to your house
tank; or maybe it's a
: lion of whv it's
manners
10 play loud music in a neigh
borhood where people have
up in the morning.
Suppose someone were
for breaking
out streetlights Suppose
that he then wrote a selfg column blaming
in our
Public Works department
for installing the tights
Would his fellou students
not be embarrassed hi see
the column publial
being some!.,
tative ot th. b
In Harrisonburg. «
laws against underage dnnk
ing drinking in publi.
isc and publn
tion. We do not havi
laws bet
.dents We have these
because
drinking
should be practiced privately,
by people who are old
enough and
responsible
enough, t >ne pa W m s right to
party doesn't overridt
one else's right to
through the night in his own
and because I
plumbing was iinented centuries ago.
t\\'\y dot
thoe laws just for
kicks. They do so because it's
their job. In doing that job,
they haVi
Hearted
support
leadership, its citizen* and, 1
suspect, the \

Diking 1Mb students

•im, not
to drink
Joseph Gus Fitzgerald
mayor, ( itv ot
Harrisonburg
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Pheasant %un lownfiomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

4 (Bedroom Voumhomes, IndividualLeases,
andfyommate Situations available
Refrigerator with Ice Maker,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available

Pheasant %in ^ownhomes
Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net,
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

Go

0 0

©[JD.com

phone numbers, addresses, hours, payment types, maps, menus, specials,
coupons, help wanted, sports, events, community info, it's all updated daily

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

THURSDAY, OCT.

OPINION

"'80s, so I could
mentor myself to
be a pimp."

Mac Bubb

"70s becaus.
mini-skirts (for the
ladies)"

Kaveh Sharazi
sophomore, computer science

senior, ISAT

3, 2002 I THE

'60s, because I'm a
swinger baby, yeah!"

Joe Williams
senior, ISAT

BRIAN COKKRJafirltolofraphrr

BREEZE I
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"'20s, so I could be a
true gangster like Al
Capone mid run
bootleg alcohol across
the country."

Jeff Palazzola
senior. ISAT

Topic: What past decade would you like to have lived in and why?

Darts Cy
LvJr

OartS A Pats an- lubmitted ononxmoudv
^^M
and primed on a space-available basis.
Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a given situation, person or evem 1
and do run necessarily reflect the truth.

■■

Future unknown
FUTURti,frompage9

M
3 *>■#■«>
w^mr\
1^
UI
w

E-mail darts and pats to brcc/edp®hotmait.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-climbing-uplhe-balconyoulside-our-second-story-apartment-building" pal lo Ihe incredibly cute guy who
risked broken bones and the drunk neighbors' BB guns to add a little something special to my Saturday night.
Sent in by a super-shy girl who thinks you're
the attest thing ever and will make your night
by climbing in your window this weekend.

A "you-actually-checrcd-louder-for-the-mascot-than-for-the-team" dart to all of the "fans" in
the student section at Saturday's football game
who should really pay more attention to the
field.
Sent in by an ashamed alumni who mtiembers at
least one group of guys who were rowdy the entire
game no matter what the score.

Dart...

really am not. I have a great
time here hanging out with
my friends and enjoying all
the fun things (ML rod
ll.irnsonburg have to offer,
but that only becomes another reason why I'm just not
ready to leave.
So now all ot us seniors are a
lituV over a month into our last
year of college. And I'm freaking out more every single day

In one day, I had my resume
critiqued and subsequently
torn to shreds and I found
out the 20 things I have to get
signed before they let me
grab hold of my diploma.
And I'm wondering, am I
even ready to grip something
that heavy?

Jest Hanebuty is a senior
SMAD major who currently is
looking for a roommate for her
stylish cardboard box.

I think that...

Pat...

A "tuh-tuh-tuh-today-junior" dart to the
University Program Board.
Sent in by a jam band loving junior who
fa tfeft of uuiling for uou to bring a decent
musical act.

Pat...
A your-presence-was-greatly-appreciafted" to the 27 Alpha Sigma Tau sisters and
pledges who recently drove to Northern
Virginia and attended the Reston community Light the Night Leukemia Walk in memory of their AST sister, Sara C Yakovac, JMU
class of 2000.
Sent in by a JMU Development officer
who appreciates your thoughtfulness and
consideration.

A "we-are-proud-that-you-provide-an-excellent-role-modei" pat to a certain sociology major
for her important work this summer documenting labor abuses at sweatshops in Central
America.
Smt in by faculty in the department of sociology
and anthropology.

Dart...
A "hail-drama-queen"dart to my roommate
who freaked out because I forgot to give her a
chin when 1 painted her portrait.
Sent in by your roomie who wants to know where
you want her lo roll out Ihe red carpet.

GMATIGREXLSATIMCAT1 DAT XTOEFL

Classes
starting soon!

OK, you fill it in
with 693-993
more words.
send it to
breezeopinion @ hotmail.com

rhe JMU Athletic Administration
»K/Diike Club Board of Directors
thanks the

STUDENT DUKE CLUB

LSAT begins on 10/15
MCAT begins on 1/15
Take a practice GRE, LSAT, GMAT or MCAT
Saturday, October 6th
9am
Burruss Hall
James Madison University

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
•IMI rwm

m n»it«M nmu ol JO mmctivc omtv

Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.

for their tremendous support
as demonstrated at the
October 28 game vs, Villanova!

"The fans were incredible, I'd
love to have fans like they
have here. The student
section was groat."
Andy Talley
Villanova Head Coach

Come Show Support

M

VS.

On October 5, Noon
Parents Day
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E&E

Openina at Noon Saturday
for Parents Weekend

AUTO SALES INC.

BMW/MERCEDES
SPECIALISTS
SALES & SERVICE
FULL LINE PARTS/ACCESSORIES
SHUTTLE SERVICE BACK TO CAMPUS

r.J' ■», •

CALL

1006

432-1138

.N. MAIN STREET.

'* -a-i* ^

tmmi
I University Blvd
S

Mon ■ Thursday 4-10:30 pm
Fri 4-11:30pm
'} (No Rules Just Right^> Sat 3-11:00pm

^-S'
Sun Noon-9:00pm
Lt.w«i>wiiiT>Tiiiii ii ■■ mi i IIIIII ■■ in ■ mi 11 mi i

.«!.»»' »-.».,

y.ivr

438-0190

STYLaam

MOD OOBTJiUB 0006666

HAIR SALON
POHKTORNADO
Pork Tornado
On Salt $13 99 CD
The new band from
Phish's Jon Fishman1

ELVIS C0STELL0
Cruel Smile

ROILING STONES
40 Licks

On Seta $1199 CO

On Salt $24 99 2cd ft

limited Edition Tout CO!

The Definitive Stones
collection'

X2IBIT
Men Vs. Machine
On Sale S13 99 CD
Featuring Snoop Dogy.
Emmem and Nate Dogg'

Also on sale ate many of our top sellers, including Beck Ryan Adams, Uncle Kracker.
Elvis. Sieve Earle. Delhert McClinton, Coldplay. Disturbed and much much more!

Sign up for Plan 7s Weekly Enroll
Spam Free and We Don't Share
Your Address1 Email us at
c MftMa I a n9music com

MJ
HARRISONBURQ WITH STORES IN
► ■»"
"t ,v L^L AND RICHMOND TOO'
IN

NEWLY EXPANDED STORE!

more room lor
more ol everything!

WE PAY TOP DOLLAR
FOR YOUR USE0
MUSIC & MOVIES!

NEW & USED

434-9999

Call Katie tot all your manicure, pedicure and acrylic needs
Call Tammy, Monica. Barbie and Tika tor all your styling needs

574-0808
'&*!/ HAIR SALON

Hours:
Mon-Fri 10am-6pm
Sal
10am-4pm

Fo.EE. CUr $ irYi-E
Wlru AWiY COuOQ, OR MSl*\A<^*r

1037 Port Republic Rd
Food Lion Shopping Center

WHAT A RECORD

STORE SHOULD BE!
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
U«TCH BEFORE YOU BUY!
Mon Sat 10-9, Sunday 12 6

•' SHIPS 'TICKETS!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

I

who said there are no

good [bars]

on campus?

The best bars on campus don't serve drinks, they serve their country. You see, when you complete
Army ROTC and graduate, you'll be an officer and get a set of gold bars. (The kind you wear on
your shoulder.) In the process, you'll have learned how to think on your feet. Be part of a team.
Even be a leader. And an Army ROTC scholarship might have helped pay your way. Register for an
Army ROTC class today. Because there's no better buzz than the sense of accomplishment.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633

I
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Seth Casana

Academia Nuts

Vou'UE SAVING THAr No W/MALS"
ARC ALLOWED IN CMSgoOK AMO
THAT AH- HUMANS ARtT ANIMALS.,
So UO HUMANS A'C ALlouCD
IN CLASSROOMS-

v

T

Patrick Bredland

Drink to That

A<, doU-vs C*IAA3CS
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^
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We may be a little bit older,
but just like your mom and dad
we're still mighty fine!!!
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500,000 New Books
'

A Beautiful
Hind
by Sylvia Nasor
(sefkom

retail Sit 00)

Only '5.00

60%-90% off retail

■K
|LaH

fast Food
Nation

HfMII
"* ■**■■*■
■y g_^
hohlcner
HffWsIy

rai«isi3 9si

■Mail

■MP*^^

The Chronicles

H "»TIO"IB

byCS.Lswis
WtfbU h M 'olum
(soflrani retail SI9 95)

of Harnia

Only U.50

Only7.50

October 5 thru 20
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from

9AM-7PM

Daily

Plus...

Welcome Parents!
Olde Mill Village

WtWmSMtnOna..
And Young
(uftcm ratal SU.OOI

Generally, one of the quieter student communities

11A South Avenue,
Harrlsonburg

UVANTACRHFA11Y
ANAr.r.MnNTC«ori-

AA

gift books, and more.

Our Price M.JO
Thousands of OMren's Books
from Preschool thru Young Adult

'Free local phone, cable, and ethemetl!!
•Level grounds with no hills to climb.
•Only (our blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efflcient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Muu-bllnds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area m each unit
■ AD easy 10 minute walk to campus.
■ A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

Great selections of religion,
American S, world history,
political ideate, fiction &
literature, science ct nature,
audio books, computer books,
cooking, health I self-help,

including board books, picture books, early
reodtrs, Nnrbwy I (oldecott mrard «inn*rs,
nonfklion, best solars such as Pooh, Polar
Rofabif. Roold Dohl, ond much more.

rraae(Mf«
(softener retai SI 5 00)
Our Price 55.00

Who Was Who
in the Civil War
(Wdeovee)

Only110.00

Large Selection of Best Selling Authors
(Quantities limiled;
arrive early lor best selection)
located between Harrisonburg I
Slcunlon take 1-81 to exit 240, turn
east on Id. 6821 watch lor the signs

Green \ullex

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

an BOOKFAIR

(540) 432-9502

www.olderalllvlllage.com

2 192 Green Valley In., Ml. Crawford, VA 22841 (800)385-0099
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HOROSCOPES
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 3). The secret to your success this year is in the details. Take as much time as you
need to make sure you've thought of everything before proceeding. This will inhibit your spontaneity somewhat, but you'll gain sophistication, and that's a good thing.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 7 - New difficulties will soon
arise, so don't assume you know it all. Good
^HBr planning will help, of course, but more
JJ 77 study is required.

sta

Taurus April 20-May 20

\
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Today is a 7 - Something you thought you
had figured out could come unraveled. If
it's not going to work, it's better to know
sooner rather than later.

i Today is a 7 - Not all of the news is good,
but it's better lo know the truth. You're
learning why it's best to play by the rules,
especiallv where money is involved.

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 6 - You know those things
i you've been thinking that might be better
left unsaid? The really critical stuff? Unless
L
you want the same back atcha,
ft!
better stifle.

Today is a 6 - Another dead end? Don't
^kA despair This is valuable information.
/■■L Besides, your curiosity is being tweaked,
I*
and your resolve deepened.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
g^.

Today is a 6 -A person who owes you a
^flL
t'lvnr i Mi ghn vou the information you've
a^Jtf" been seeking. Discuss the situation and find
*^" out what you need to know.

Cancer June 22-Juiy 22
Today is a 7 - Your natural talents are needed today to keep everybody on track. With' out you, chaos might reign, so if they're not
listening, shout.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
j^k Today is a 7 • Postpone your big date until
i^P the weekend, and plan to travel then.
J^\ Meanwhile, watch your money. Spend care^ *■ fully and don't take risks.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 6 - As you go over your lists, you
a|^^j may note several little things that need immeVH (f diate attention. A responsible review of those
* ** lists could save you money.

PlacaaFeb. 19-March20

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
_ Aa _
^/jfff
A\\
av^Hki

Today is a 7 - You may have to call a halt lo the
proceedings. If somebody makes an ernme<xis
assumption, don't let it stand. Object, or else
you'll wish you had.
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Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

R Today is a 7 - A surprising revelation causes
you tn reassess the priorities you've |u--i Ml
Don't be dismayed, and don't hesitate. The
more you do it, the easier it gets.
—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 Key blunder
5 Used leeches
9 Track events
14 Pay attention
to
15 Easter
bloomer
16 Cancel, as a
launch
17 Channel
between Oahu
and Molokai?
19
incognita
20 Letter after phi
21 Econ. indicator
22 Of the stars
23 Recoiled
25 PC key
27 Web location
28 Roy's Dale
29 Shipping box
31 Roman Pluto
32 Hindu princess
33 Treaty in a
trunk?
35 Half-goat man
37 Slaughter in
Cooperstown
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Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

1

14
17

Aries March 21 -April 19

^_ . Today is a 7 - Reaching an agreement leads
Si|Ak) '*' * closer bond, and th.it makes everyffwf thing else seem easier. There are still com' plications and shortages, but together
you'll find a way.

1

58

1
59

38 Directors with
time on their
hands?
42 "Nine
Heavens" poet
Khosrow
46 Park in NYC?
47 Flexible Flyers
48 Grassy plain
49 Guns it in neutral
51 Bachelor's last
words
52 Apes
53 Hot and humid
55 Sailor's assent
56 One of the
Tweedles
57 DeGeneres sitcom
58 Cheap perfume?
61 Tom apart
62 Solemn vow
63 Part of VMI
64 Planted items
65 Membership
fees
66 Out of port, but
not wine

I

43
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DOWN
1 More dense
2 Judaic school
3 Big-billed bird
4 Pindar poem
5 Hunter's hideaway
6 Speak like
Sylvester
7 Cornering pipe
length
8 Turn red,
maybe
9. Rodent pests
10 Helps a hood
11 Bullring
12 Hlt-or-miss
13 Most trite
18 Has a birthday
22 Be there
24 Stiletto or dagger
25 Circle section
26 NBA team
29 Went by
dugout
30 Old name of
Tokyo
33 Open to all

34 One of David's
songs
36 Spots on TV
38 Trades without
cash
39 Rest upon
40 Spin
41 Fuss
43 Misses
44 Infuriate
45 Key to
Egyptian hieroglyphics
48 Tells it like it
isn't
50 Swiftness
52 Legends
54 Travel stops
55 Poker pot
starter
58 $-due mail
59 de cologne
60 Cloak-anddagger grp.
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1 Arboretum is a wonderful
research opportunity for students and
thote in the community.
—Jennifer Clevinger
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Delta Gamma is expanding
its chapter at JMU
Why should YOU be interested?
Read on...
Delia Gamma, one of ihe oldest and largest sororities, is
currently on 142 college campuses in the United States and
Canada and has nearly 300 active alumnae groups around the
world. More than 180,000 women are Delta Gammas!

But would you join a sorority just because thousands of other wonderful women do?
Of course not! Decide for yourself that Delta Gamma is right for you...
it Each year 125 chapters (and their campuses) experience
(he rush of Anchor Splash®, Delta Gamma's premiere
philanthropic event that brings Greeks and non Greeks together for competition and fundraising Collegians raise
hundreds of thousands of dollars for the Delta Gamma Foun
dation every year!
it Delta Gamma responds to its loyal collegians by awarding a
quarter million dollars in undergraduate scholarships
and graduate fellowships annually! Who couldn't use a
Sl.OOO-scholarship or a $2,500-fellowship to help get through
those expensive college years?
it And who's not thinking about building an impressive resume
for those post JMU plans? This chapter could have 25 leadership positions and plenty of leadership training and development to go around.

Delta Gamma has so much to offer! Why not stop by to learn more?
You have just four days (Sept. 30 Oct. 3) to meet with current chapter members and international representatives. Invitations for membership will be extended
Thursday. Oct. 3 and Bid Day will be Friday, Oct. 4.
We are looking for intelligent, enthusiastic and unique women (of all class ranks) who are interested in this awesome opportunity.

For more information, contact Katie at dgcdc508@aol.com,
check out www.DeltaGamma.org/decideDG...

...or come meet our representatives:

Taylor Hall, Room 305
September 30-0ctober 3
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

ership
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JMU discovers Arboretum
JMU, from pagt 15

-versify because benefactors paid
(or the labyrinth construction.
Nelson stated that labyrinths
frequently are used for their
health benefits.
'They are marvelous devices
(or assisting people to focus
thoughts and feelings on important matters, difficulties, relationships and situations ... lending themselves to many applications for classes," Nelson said.
According to the Arboretum
Web site www.jmujxtu/arbcnvtunt/,

arbor, meaning trees, is the root of
the word arboretum. Typical
arboretums consist primarily of
trees, but because there are
around 17 gardens, the Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum is a botanical
garden as well as an arboretum.
According
to
the
Arboretum Web site, the first
garden that was established
was the Ballard Memorial
Planting in 1991. This garden
is home to many flowering
plants and trees and most
importantly, the Cingko or
Maidenhair Tree, with its fanshaped leaves that dates back
to prehistoric times.

The Larkin Smith Rock
(.harden also was established in
1991. This garden is home to
tiered layers of sandstone shale
and limestone. The most recently added gardens are the Rcse
Garden near the entrance and
the Bog Garden in the swampy
area near the pond. Both were
established in 1999.

-46
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There will be maple
seedlings fmm the
original tree from
James Madison's
Montpelier.
-Bobbie Elliot
Arboretum program director

99
The Arboretum has been
hosting a bulb sale every fall
since 1995. 'The bulb sale this
year will have 21 different types
of daffodils, 19 types of tulips,
seven types of hyacinths and

! ♦ ^AJ^^

many other types," Elliot wM
However, not just bulbs
will be sold this Saturday
"This year they are doing
something different. There
will be maple seedlings from
the original tree from James
Madison's
Montpelier,"
Elliot said.
The sale starts this weekend, from Oct. 5 to the 6. The
sale is from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday and 9 a.m. to noon
Sunday. Elliot said, "The
bulbs are first quality coming
from a bulb distributor in
Virginia, and the proceeds go
to 'educational missions.'"
In
light
of
Parents
Weekend. Elliot said he will
be taking parents on tours of
the Arboretum from 9 to 10
a.m. Saturday and from 11
a.m. to noon Sunday.
While the trees are still
full of leaves, which will soon
be glorious shades
of
autumn, now is a promising
time to talk a walk in nature.
If looking for a place to take
parents — show them a more
quiet side of JMU — show
them the Arboretum.

*W4k£ke Parent^

Secrets of the Vatleu
JUnique Gifts and ArtSmS

Come join ths-Dest party in the 'Burg!

Wednesday Special
0

1

LAURA DEAN Iphao editor
The Arboretum, located across form the Convocation Center on University Drive, provide* a
scenic environment for visitors to explore.

Bring this coupon
and get in free ^ »
$1 Skate Rentals

FUN 20NE x * H"ri'JblzBiB
elDUNKIN*

UDONUTS

(5W 564-i5ii

Something for Everyone..-One Stop Shopping

Welcome Parents!
Come and receive a 10% discount
offered to all JMU students, faculty, and parents
Pottery
Picture f-rames
Unique Jewelry
Handmade Candles and Soap
Beautiful Hand-Blown Glass

Golfing Novelties
Handmade Brdhouses
Watercotors
Pencils and Scenic Prints
Colonng Books

Wood Puzzle Games
Teddy Bears
Greeting Cards
Gift Bag Sets
...and so much morel

5471 Spolswood Trad (Route 33 W)
Located between Masssnutten Mtn and Kamsonburg on Rt.33 in Perm Lain, VA (next lo Gayte's Market)

Visit our 3 Harrisonburg
Locations!

>1DUNKIN*
L 'DONUTS

FREE DONUT
"with any size coffee purchase
with this coupon

Teter's Exxon
3520 N. Main St
1-81, Ext 243

For
Stwtents

$y oo
(No Limit)
©Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke
©Medium Two Topping Pizza
©Large One Topping Pizza
433-2300 433-3111 ©X-Large Cheese Pizza
31 Miller Cr.
©Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix
©10 pc. wings & Breadsticks

JMU/EMU/S. Main St.

22 Terri Dr.
CISAT/Port Rd

Not valid w/any other offer

(Additional Toppinqs only $1}
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LESSON tt1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

Boston Beanenr
"

RESTAURANT
& TAVERN

J

v

www.bostonbeanery.com
1926 BBMdl An
Oust off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

Steak & Seafood Dinners • Fresh Stacked Salads
Grilled Deli Sandwiches • Char-grilled Burgers
Large Party Platters • Carryout Available

3171 S M«ln St
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-5800

$5 off
Food purchase of $20 or more
Alcohol not included.
With this coupon

LESSON #2. MIRACLE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!
The card is FREE
Every 6" wash is free
Prepaid option (major credit cards accepted)
Attendants available Frl & Sat 10-12nooiV1-4pm (Sun - Thu varies)

^ffifti

Lunch and Dinner • Bar Open Until Midnight
Market Square East,
433-1870

LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE m LESS WORK = MORE PLA Y!

(Tfr/SpThe Tommy Lepson Band
(^Sturiliy2 KiJheorj) with special gues
Smal Town Workers & TripleRinse

General Manager
Tom Angerolc

Tan for the rest of the year "2002"
Unlimited for $60
This includes using the high pressure beds
once a week.
No appointments needed due to the volume of beds.

40 Beds
Pay using your JAC card

VII Ages 21 +
9PM

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg
Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

1950-A DEYERIE AVE.

HAMUSONBURG

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

433 - 9989

Akionspub.com

DrMS^uMtl

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!

The InterFraternity Council would like to commend all the
men who recently began their fraternal experience at
James Madison. Enjoy the semester and have fun!

, Alpha Kappa Lambda will be holding Founders Day
celebrations on November 23rd 2002 in recognition of their 15th |
anniversary since coming to James Madison.
Alpha Kappa Lambda would also like to congratulate Dave Smizik I
for his recent outdoor accomplishments. Keep pushing Dave, and |
anything can happen.
Ji llir^/^ Pi Kappa Alpha will be holding a food drive during I
the 2 weeks prior to Thanksgiving. All donations will be given to the |
food bank in downtown Harrisonburg.
_ _^ Delta Chi will be having a Moon Bounce on Oct. 22-23 on
the Commons to benefit ALS research.
Kappa Delta Rho will be holding a clothing drive from
October 8-10 on the Warren Hall Patio. Bring slightly worn clothes |
to donate, to benefit the Salvation Army.

Jfl

Information regarding Parents
Weekend Football Tickets!

ADVANCED TICKETS REQUIRED!
RESERVED SEATS!
Tickets may be picked up Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
from the Athletic Ticket Office at the Convocation Center
or on October 2 and October 4, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.,
from the Warren Hall Information Booth.
M nvi have your JACard. Only one ticket per JACard.

NO BUDDY PASSES!
J=d*%* Sigma Chi would like to wish a happy 26th birthday to our
oldest active member, Nate Conyer. Hang in there and keep
following your dreams. Nate. They will come true someday. The
brotherhood would like to congratulate Brother Nick Cook for
pinning his girlfriend, Kristin, this weekend. Nick, your happiness is |
our happiness and we wish you two the best of luck in the future.
In August, KA won the Samuel Zenas Ammen Award for
Chapter Excellence at the Kappa Alpha Order National Leadership
Institute at Albuquerque, New Mexico. The Ammen Award is given
to the top 5% of the KA chapters in the country and recognizes
chapter excellence in the areas of Scholarship, Member Education,
Community Service, Campus Leadership, Risk Management, and
Communications. Since 1996, the JMU chapter of KA has won the
Ammen Award six times and has won the George C. Marshall |
Award one time that is given to the top KA chapter in the nation.

;N,

I Sigma Nu wishes a happy 18th birthday to their youngest
I member, Josh Coder. They also wish to congratulate Chris
Conquest for pinning his girlfriend Jessica this weekend. Billey
Bogenshots is also commended for his dedicated work with
Harrisonburg High School.

IF"'

ill^W' Pi Kappa Phi recently named Dave Krause their
I official Pretty Fly Guy. J.D. Lubenetski was a close second.
Andrew Chama) also received his 2nd straight Socrates Award for
exemplary public oration.

Parents Weekend

M
October 5

vs.

Bridgeforth Stadium Noon

Questions: Call 568-3853
For schedules, scores, tickets
&
J^JjT'and
more, go to... ^

rr^frrr-fjf%RTS:
<
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"I have old-school loafers. I'm bringin' back
the '80s super preppy look, only with irony.
They're ironic loafers."

Playboy votes JMU No. 25 on its first list of the
nation's best party schools in over a decade.

LAUREN PARADISE

senior

See itory pace 22

Welcome to the Big Show"

"Are you ready to rumble?" Take a look into the life and times of
those that make the biggest events on campus possible at UPB
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE AND
ERIN HILL

staff writer and contributing
writer
The University Program
Board does not simply provide a
variety erf educational, cultural
and entertainment events for
JMU. If JMU represents a student body, then UPB can be
likened to the personality inhabiting that body. Every year, JMU
students can look forward to an
array of events that make life at
JMU a little more interesting.
The UPB has hosted impressive acts such as Vertical
Horizon, Wyclef Jean, Foo
Fighters, Third Eye Blind, Busta
Rhymes, Live, Chris Rock,
Norm MacDonald, Spike Lee,
Maya Angelou and The Dave
Matthews Band.
So what process does the
UPB go through to get such
well-known acts to come to
JMU? First, the UPB's SGA allocation is $175,006, which is considered to be a sufficient amount
to produce the annual schedule
of events.

Concerts
A lot of work goes into putting on UPB events. A major
event, such as a concert at the
Convocation Center, requires
numerous hours researching
artists, securing venues, catering
and advertising. However, nothing compares to the work the
day of a show requires.
For Hoobastank, the UPB did
stage set up Tuesday night for
three hours. They started working at the Convo yesterday at
8:45 a.m. to begin stage set up,
sound, lights and load-in.
Once the stage had been set
up, the artists arrived later in
the day and then they set up all
of their equipment and had a
sound check. After the show,
they loaded everything out
again well into this morning.
For the Ludacris concert last
year, the staff did load-out until
7 a.m. the next morning,
according to Wyman. The
amount of equipment that must
be loaded in addition to breaking down the extensive stage
setups are responsible for the
long hours that must be logged
for these shifts.

Other events, like movies, word out about events around handbills, which are small fliers
require less preparation. For the JMU community? Once the students receive in their mailmovies, the film committee board decides to participate in boxes, Web announcements and
spends time scheduling for the an event, the advertising com- ails in TV Brreze. in addition to
month, advertising the movies mittee meets to determine how the fliers and glass display cases.
and working at eight showings to promote the event. According
For events that the team
to junior Brenna Bailey, director wants to give more publicity,
per week.
Before a concert or event of print advertising, UPB pro- like this year's Talent Jam, thev
goes into planning, the UPB con- motes every event with hand- sent out short, catchy fliers to
"whet the appetites" of the studucts extensive random surveys bills, fliers and glass displays.
to find out what students want
The advertising team at UPB dents, according to Bailey Then
to see. Students surveyed are consists of Bailey, junior they sent out real ads with full
provided a long list of entertain- Amanda Jordan, director of details and information.
Students also see UPB ads on
ers' names and check off the event promotions, senior Jeff
ones that pique their interest. Goelz, director of multimedia the slides that appear before
This is when the UPB commit- and graphic design and junior movies at Grafton-Stovall
tees heavily rely on volunteers Cabby Rivella, director of public Theatre1. Goelz creates the slides
for feedback. After a program- and media relations.
and although most of their ads
mer has researched an event, the
Students can find ads across are for future movies, big events
Board will vote on the proposal campus in their mailboxes, in are advertised as well. Goelz also
and then the programmer sub- >;Us.s displays located across designs the UPB Web site, on
mits bids to the artist, which from the post office in Warrei. which students can find a list of
may or may not be accepted. Hall and in some places off cam- events and contact information.
"I'm exciteo) about the con- pus. According to Bailey, they
UPB does have some restriccerts coming to JMU," fresh- focus most of their advertising tions as far as where and how
man Joella Finnerty said. "The on campus and reserve off-cam- they can advertise. Space on the
UPB seems to put on great pus ads for big events that fea- posting boards around campus
events while keeping students ture more popular acts and are is limited. "It's harder than I
well informed."
expected to draw a larger would have imagined ... to
crowd.
reserve space," Jordan said.
Promotions
To get the word out, the Bailey said that there are also
What does it take to OM tin advertising team sends out copyright issues that must be

Hospitality
Wnen the popular music acts
comics and speakers do come,
somebody's got to take care of
them. That's senior Courtney
Gold's job as director of hospitality for UPB.
UPB takes care of "everything
from the minute they get here to
the minute they leave," Gold said.
This includes travel, airfare, rides
from the airport, hotels, food and
even personal assistants.
UPB gets a "rider" from the

PHOTfK'Ol KM-SVOI LMwWl rnxnimHounl

PHOTO COURTESY OF Uniwnilv /Viixnm H,*ird
Awards for Best Director, best Ensemble Acting, best Soundtrack. Best Writing, Best Rim and
the People's Choice Award were given out at UPB's Student Film Fest 2002.

ilt alt with appropriately, for
example, when using namesakes, logos and other things
that require an artist or publisher's permisssion to use.
For Talent Jam, Bailey
recruited two design methodology classes to create logos for
posters to be displayed around
campus. "I'm very excited that I
got several different people
involved," she said.
Taking part in UPB can be a
busy, but fun-filled experience,
according to Bailey. "I'm totally
involved in this committee. I
love it. It's like my life now."

performer's agent listing the circumstances under which the
performer will do the event. In
order to make an event like the
Hoobastank
concert
run
smoothly while keeping the performers happy there are some
steps UPB must take.
First, Gold must speak to the
programmer at UPB who set up
the event and get a feel for what
it should be like. Then she
makes a shopping list to get the
foods and drinks the performers
have requested.
Some bands have been
known to ask for alcohol, cigarettes and condoms. Howe\er,
those riders are sent back to the
agent with those items crossed
out since JMU is a dry campus
and UPB does not want to promote any unacceptable behavior,
according
to Gold.
"Anything that's kind of racy,
we don't provide," she said.
JMU's Special
Events
department does the catering
for the performers through
Aramark. They also set up
places like the dressing moms,
according to Gold.
Gold also said that the bigger
bands schedule their own hotels
with money provided by JMU.
UPB books hotels for smaller
performers like the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express.
The big events can be overwhelming, according to Gold.
"Keeping track of details is the
hardest part." Gold is present at
every big event to answer any
questions and to help out.
There also are many volunteers
who get an opportunity to be
face-to-face with the artist.
However, sometimes things
get forgotten. When Dave
Chappelle performed last year,
someone forgot to put water
onstage for him, and Gold ran
onstage during the performance to personally hand him
the water.
As one of the largest organizations on campus, the UPB
consists of eight committees and
more than 400 student volunteers. Students interested in volunteering can iheck out their
Web site, ieuw.upfr.orjf. or drop
by the UPB office at Taylor 203.

Contestants In the "Lord of the Rings" costume contest were called onstage to be
Judged best dressed for the event as the fan with the most authentic costume.

Fashion history can repeat itself with '80s styles
BY RYAN MCWILLIAMS

contributing writer
While recently preparing lot
a party of pure fashion extravagance, I was faced with an
amazing challenge: to find an
accurate and agreeable '80s outfit. I did research, took polls,
held focus groups and talked to
the experts to see which '80s
styles were most popular and
acceptable I held an emergency
style meeting with my Fashion
Patrol to see how we should
take action. We unanimously
have decided to bring back the
flashy fashions of the '80s.
Over the last few seasons,
fashion has hit a high point in
inspiration, creativity and

design. Prior to this recent apex
of fashion, the early '80s definitely are the runner-up on my
fashion chart. Neon colors, Jem
and the Holograms and Ronald
Reagan are just some of the
things we all know and love.
However, the '80s also defined
excess, and starting today,
overindulgence is coming back
in style. My entourage gave
their expert opinion on which
styles of the past should become
stvlish once again.
"1-cg warmers and "The
Shirttailv
senior Amanda
Claytor said, referring to fuzzy
little cartoon animals that
always saved the day. "They
seem to compliment most out-

fits and though, not many
remember, 'The Shirrtails,' they
were supi'l cute."
Senior Stephanie Stcinburg
wants to bring back, "doubledup-socks: wearing two different
colored socks on each foot to get
the layervd look."
Senior Beth Maskey said,
"Most definitely the peg-n>lled
blue jeans and the bandana. No
one worked the bandanna like
Punky Brewster in the '80s."
"Loafers," senior Lauren
Paradise said. "I have old
school loafers. I'm bringin'
back the '80S super preppy
look, only with imny. They're
imnic loafers."
Sophomore Kevin Murphy

wants to bring back, "flipped up
coin and really thin ties, because
new wave is the only wave."
Sophomore
Arianne
Warner is bringing back the
word "radical "
"We're running out of exclamations and 'radical' has so
many possibilities," she said.
Senior Tim Bambara Mid,
"He-man. I miss him "
Sophomore Bryce Cierlach
said, "I'm bringing back Velcni
shoes. Why tie your shoes when
you can use Vvlcro?"
There w«v so many great
styles in the '80s that I can't name
just one. Here is my list of styk*
you'll be sptmin' if you want to
be as axil as Kixil and the Gang:

off-the-shoulder shirts, multiple
and thick belts, Members Only
jackets, hightops that either have
crazy-colored laces or pump up,
slap bracelets, jellies, puffy paint
and gkivcs. What ever happened
to the glove?
They key to this revival is
how you wear it. Don't go all
crazy and wear every style at
once. Slowly start to introduce them to your wardrobe
Note: Only one '80s style per
outfit. You don't want to
look ridiculous, do you1
Love 'em or hate 'em, the
'80s are coming back. Be
afraid. Be very afraid.
\<-if u*vk: CiKtume design: It's
Iwder tlutn i/on think.

PHtmiCtll RT1SYOF
Sophomore Mart* Shu* rockt
the -double belt."
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When those 'Extra Value Meal' authors call it quits
The Sept. 27 issue of
Entertainment Weekly boasts a
pallid, ghostly portrait of
Stephen King. Looking closely,
one can see his sharp blue eyes
somehow marred by the crisscrossing of wrinkles and the
crow's feet stamped on their
outer edges. Gray hairs wave
through his thick eyebrows and
peek out from behind the hair
matted over his forehead. The
expression on his face is grim
and (dare I say it?) haunted. King
looks weary, as if the photo were
taken not in some flashy studio
but at the end of a long, tiring
walk through the wilderness.
Which makes perfect sense,
considering that beneath the silver
headline
reading
"Exclusive!" it reads in even
larger white letters: "Stephen
King CALLS IT QUITS."
Truly grim news indeed.
The article is merely another
portrait of an American writer, a
conversation over bacon cheeseburgers and cheesecake at a
local Maine diner. The story
goes on to discuss King's latest
topics (including the recent

release, "From a Buick 8") and
barely skirts the issue of the
author's retirement, saying only
that after publication of the last
three books in his magnum
opus "Dark Tower" series. King
will retire. He will not stop writing: "I don't know what I'd do
between nine and one every
day," King said in the article.
But after fall of 2004 when the
by senior wriier
last book hits the shelves, afiZak s, ht
cionados no longer will be able
to read fresh words from this the years I have advocated and and idea supply was still fresh
talented, if notoriously under- applauded the essence, the idea and not in the '90s when they
appreciated, author.
of Stephen King, even if some of were down in the dregs.
But is this merely a ruse, his more recent endeavors have
The angry part of me, howsome cheap publicity stunt to been less than appealing. To ever, wants to know whether
sell more copies or draw atten- read news of his possible retire- authors can simply drop their
tion to a fading personality? Are ment frightens the youthful pen
and
quit,
leaving
reports of King's retirement to reader in me and angers the tens/hundreds/thousands/mi
be taken lightly with mountains more mature reader in me. If I Minns of us to look for another
of salt, like Michael Jordan's may be permitted to exaggerate, leader, another higher power
annual retirement announce- 1 feel as if a Herculean figure has to praise through the good and
ments? Or is this the real deal? fallen, as if a mythological god bad spells. How can — no,
Will the storyteller, after leading has simply faded away to that wait — how dare writers quit
his merry followers this far, sim- place where all deities go when on us? It's not fair to the readply leave us in the dust the way people stop believing in them, ers; it's not fair to the fans.
Forrest Gump left his cult of jog- some Almighty Retirement When you get down to it, if is
gers
on
some
empty Home in the sky. I sometimes not even fair to the writers
Midwestern highway?
wish I'd been around in the themselves, to the creative curIn numerous columns over 70s, when the author's talent rent that flows through their

AH Things
Literary

MALC5EME

veins and out their fingers onto
the page? If there was such a
thing as a literary conniption
fit, 1 probably was close to having one when I pulled the
Entertainment Weekly issue out
of my mail slot.
But despite my childish
tantrums and abandonment
issues, the fault of my unease
(and the many others who
admire and respect the work of
any writer) is that we raise writers like Stephen King, writers
with talent, notoriety and fame,
to the level of myth. Like all
famous individuals, we don't
view writers as human beings.
No one imagines John Updike
huffing his way through a midmorning workout, Philip Roth
toiling his way through WalMart or James Joyce going to the
bathroom, because these are
actions for the peasants and not
for literary myths. Similarly, it
seems indigestible to hear of
writers retiring; retirement is for
grandparents and not the artists
who inflate our lives with entertainment and meaning. If the
myths were true, Stephen King.

Get Equipped!!!
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along with every other writer,
would be found dead at his
desk, pen in hand, ink drying on
the punctuation mark that
ended their final, to-be-posthumously- published work.
The sad, drag-you-backdown-to-earth actuality is that
these writers, despite their talent and mystique, are humans
as well and have the right to
retire and enjoy the remaining
years of their lives writing for
themselves and not for publication. On numerous occasions.
King has referred to himself as
"the literary equivalent of a Big
Mac and fries." With news of his
impending retirement, it may be
time to look for other food
sources, to fall back on the nutritionally balanced, five-food group authors who have managed to escape the much-reviled
manacles of popular culture and
are known merely as artists.
Yet something tells me once
2005 rolls around and historical
time is notated not with A.D.
but with A.K. (After King),
those Extra Value Meal cravings
are going to be a killer.
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Rapid Trail

Montello

A Passport Event

7:30 Saturday Evenings
Harrisonburg 1st Church of the Nazareneon the corner of Port Rd & Boyers Rd
just east of JMU. An innovative, fast paced,
interactive worship celebration!

Vans will pick up on campus at
Godwin Hall at 7:10pm

www.abeaconofhope.org for further details
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KhTheory rocks their
Tasting top treasures way back to the 'Burg

Madison Grill...

BY GARRET HILLER
senior writer
Last, but certainly not least
in our reviews ol JMU dining
Facilities, is Madison Grill,
with perhaps the best food on
campus. When you (eel ifs the
occasion for a little fine dining,
the (>nll is ideal fora romantic
first date (minus the wine) or
an intimate dinner out with
your closest chums.
Junior Andy Walton took
advantage of his meal plan
when he dined at the Grill.
"You get three punches (a
semester at Madison Gnll), it
would have been a waste il I
didn't use them." Walton also
described the service as
ind friendly."
With the upscale dinner
menu comes the accordingly
higher prices with entrees
ranging from $8.55 for the
honey Dijon chicken all the
way up to $16.80 for the
seared duck breast. On my
most recent excursion into
Madison Grill, this food critic sampled a variety of
entrees and appetizers to
determine if the quality m-.tr
fied the cost.
1 started off my meal with
the traditional Caesar salad,
which comes with real
and homemade croutons. It
was a pleasing enough affair
to begin my dinner.
I also sampled three
starters: the barbecue shrimo

■towers, spinach and artichoke dip and New Scotland
smoked salmon The jumbo
shrimps wen- plump and the
mesquite sauce complemented the grill well. The dip was
mixed
with
California
dtonlonnay
and asiago
cheese resulting in a lipsmacking cream that was not
at all overbearing. The dip
also came with homemade
pita chips that 1 found surprising (or 1 expected soft pita
but was delighted with the
hips

The salmon was fresh and
was made even more appetizing as it came glazed with
Dijon mayonii.
I tried two house specialties, the Beef Medallions and
the New York Strip. They
proved to be acceptable but
hardly distinguishable from
more generic steaks of cheaper
establishments Much better
was the 9 oz. center cut ship
steak, which was presented
blackened but can bo chargrilled to your preference
Though certainly charred on
the outside, it was tender and
juicy on the inside
dessert, 1 treated
myself to the chocolate pate
and the walnut-rasberry
tart The pate, served with
fresh masceratcd berries
and fruit coulis, is a chocolate lover's dream.
Though it came it in trw

form of two small patties of
milk chocolate, it is quite rich
and should be eaten slowly.
Savor each little bite for the
sensations are like orgasms for
the taste buds! Not quite up
to the standards of the pate
but still enjoyable was the tart,
made with California walnuts
and raspberries baked together in a sweet crust and served
with a caramel custard sauce.
The tart itself is pretty dry so
you will want to make sure to
- of it with thi
Madison Grill is a classy
option when you need a
break from the usual scenes
of the other dining halls.
Most of the food is delightful
and the
ready to
wait on you hand-and-foot.
lust don't be surprised by the
hefty bill that comes with
such comforts
Madison linll is open
Monday through Friday 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. for lunch and 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. for dinner.
Madison Grill accepts cash,
FLEX 1 >ining IXillars, Dining
Dollars Gold, Duke Cards and
credit cards. Meal plan participants receive three meal
punches per semester. Meal
plan punches extend to an
->* 50 equivalence
For more information on
Madison Grill including the
lull lunch and dinner menus
11 lp:/fwum\jmu.eduldmlH0Mu*1i*mvrill <html
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Freshmen Ranee Hobson, Carolyn Landes, Stephanie Reynolds, Megan Qrenler and Jaclyn
ScarceMa enjoy a meal at Madison Grill on the fifth floor of Warren Hall.

JMU Approved... lACard Merchant... Pay with your lACard
433-3322
•nd

Candle's Spa

Comer of Unw«riffy BM
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(Arrow from Shora)

THE LOOK

564 - 2770

Former JMU students to play at Alston's Oct. 5

PHTOTOCt I RTISY <1F »»» hthtvrs cnrpnmm.Hml
KhTheory, comprised of four former JMU students, formed their band In 1999.
BY JESS HANI-BURY
in high school in 1994
the songs are all new so it's a
senior writer
According to Foley, Currle and great way for people to hear
Parents won't be the only- Bruleson found Brad Tursi. gui- new material and see a softer,
people
returning
to tar and vocals, and Nate (oyner, yet just as powerful, side of
Harrisonburg this weekend
drum and percussion, while Ki:Theory."
The band Ki:Theory, comprised attending |MU They started the
Triplerinse and Small Town
of four former JMU students, band together in 1999. He also Workers
will
open
for
will perform Saturday night at said Tripper Ryder, bass guitar KiTheory. Small Town Workers
Alston's Pub.
and vocals, joined the band also are former JMU students,
"Harrisonburg will always when Currle left to attend grad- according to Foley.
be a home for the band, uate school.
' ISm.ill Town WorkersJ have
manager Adam Foley said.
According
to
Foley, by far been the band that has
"It's where we began and Ki:Theory's sound can be opened the most for Ki:Theory,"
everyone in the town has described as "A Perfect Circle Foley said "They are our brothbeen so supportive. It's going meets U2." Their two singles, ers and we support each other
to be awesome to come back "Sameness" and "Morning to the end."
and rock it."
Light," have been played in
In their earlier performances
Ki:Theory, originally from heavy rotation throughout in Harrisonburg. KiTheory
Harrisonburg, relocated to the
Mid-Atlantic
states, played a number of times at
Richmond in April Since according to Foley.
Mainstreet Bar and Grill and
then, they've performed with
The band's members said Highlawn Pavilion. Foley said
up-and-coming bands, such they are planning an exciting this will be their first performas Hoobastank and Custom.
show for Saturday. "|The ance at Alston's Pub
According to Foley, a audience) will like the energy
"We're looking foward to
recent career highlight was we put off as a rock band," them," Alston's owner Mary
when the band headlined the said Burleson. Rockers can Anne Graves said. "We've
second
stage
at look toward to a long show been getting a lot of phone
Disorientation 2K2 sponsored including songs off their self- calls from people wanting to
by Y101 in Richmond.
titled first album as well as get information, so it should
"I'm always excited to new material. According to be a packed house."
play anytime, but when Burleson, at least half the
Doors open at 9 p.m. The
you've got so many people, material will be songs from cover charge is $8. Triplerinse
you really get to play off the their new acoustic album to be will start at 9:30 p.m. followed
audience," lead vocalist Joel released in October.
by Small Town Workers at
Burleson said.
"Tile new acoustic album approximately
10:30
p.m.
Burleson said he began play- has three songs on it off the first Ki:Theory is expected to begin
ing music with Spencer Currle album," said Foley. "The rest of at 11:30 p.m
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Coming to Harrisonburg
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Tan until May $100

15% off Retail
with your

10 Tanning Visits for

Full Body
Massage $30

$30 and get*.

Shampoo/Cut/Style $20

Highlights $45
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more FREE

FREE Soft Drink
with any
Hair Service

Mill 5treet
GRILL
Sleuks. Kihs. Salads, Sandwiches, Pasta, Seafood, Fresh Hukal Bread
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Now Booking
Holiday Parties
& After Hours Parties
Private Banquest Rooms

Opening October 15
Port Republic Rd and 1-81

Call 540-442-8550

Formerly Shenandoah Grille

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996
If Your Doctor Ii Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries * Sprains
Mono * Strep Throat
Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

Mon- Fri. 9 am-8 pm
Sat. 10 am-4 pm
Sun. 1 pm-6 pm
EMERGICARE
Whirr pjitmex an S<mttng Thtir Frwmh

All major bank cards accepted
and wc will file your insurance
claim for you!

Flu Shot
$12.50

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

James MQJ lone Jewelry
Dine-In or
Carry-Out
Cocktails
Catering

Wc Specialize in:
•i 'antoncsc
•S/cxhaun
•Mandarin Cuisine

Welcome Parents

""Where JM11 Buys its Engagement 'Rings"
*
/

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon- Fri. $5.25, Sat. & Sun. $6.25
Dinner Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

OPEN
Sunday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11 00 a.m.- 11 p.m.

BUG
_—

H

OtvBM) BI4 '

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993

1790, #120 E. Market Si. • 1 larrisonburg, VA 22801 • (Next lo Kroger)

75 Court Square, Harrisonburg
(Next to Bank of America)
433-1833
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Coming soon to a theater near you

October movies bring out wide variety of flicks
BY ZAK SALIH

senior writer
"Red Dragon" (Oct. 4) — Based on both the Thomas Harris
novel ot the same name and the Michael Mann film,
"Manhunter," the preque) to "Silence of the Lambs" and
"Hannibal" begins with the infamous cannibal Hannibal Lecter
(Anthony Hopkins) in his old stomping grounds — a jail cell.
Former FBI agent Will Graham (Edward Norton) becomes forced
to rely on the good doctor's advice in order to track down a grisly serial killer known as The Tooth Fairy (Ralph Ficnncs)
Directed by Brett Ratner ("Rush Hour"), the film also stars Emily
Watson as a blind woman who falls under the Tooth Fairy's spell
and Philip Seymour Hoffman as everyone's favorite antagonist:
the nosy, slimy uut'Mig.itive reporter.
"White Oleander* (Oct. 11) — When young Astrid's mother
(Michelle Pfeiffer) poisons an old flame, she is forced on an odyssey
from foster home to foster home while her mother serves a life term
in prison. Both her experiences and the people she meets on her
journey either help or hinder her in the search for both independence and a sense of love. The film also stars Rcnec Zellweger and
Robin Wright Perm.
"The Transporter" (Oct. 11) — We've all seen the television spots for
this film where someone answers a doorbell only to have someone
run up and kick it open in his face — a scene which sets the tone for

this action thriller from Luc Besson, writer and director of "The
Professional." The hero of "The Transporter" is a deliveryman
who's forced to break the ruk* in order to survive — the kind of
protagonist who's sure to receive standing ovations from United
Postal Service workers.
"Punch-Drunk Love" (Oct. 18) — "Punch-Drunk Love" is star
Adam Sandler's first true dramatic performance and director
Thomas Anderson's first feature since "Boogie Nights" and
"Magnolia." Sandier plays the shy Barry Egan, a man prone to
fits of anger and late nights with phone-sex operators When he
falls in love with Lena Leonard (Emily Watson in her second
release this month), he devises a plan to rack up frequent flyer
miles through the purchase of pudding cups for his mission: to
follow l.ena to Hawaii and perhaps find the love he's been
searching for all his life. This romantic comedy also stars another repeat October actor, Philip Seymour Hoffman, and an
Anderson regular, Luis Guzman.
"Auto Focus" (Oct. 18) — To many, Bob Crane (Greg Kinnear),
the star of the television show "Hogan's Heroes" led a pictureperfect suburban life. Underneath the veneer of this existence was
the seedy world of sex Crane involved himself in, a world whose
doors are opened by Crane's friend, John Carpenter (Willem
Dafoe). The biopic, directed by Paul Schrader ("Affliction") surrounds the investigation of Crane's murder, in which Carpenter

may or may not have been involved.
"Frida" (Oct. 25) — October's second biopic examines the life and
times of the Hispanic painter Frida Kahlo (yes, the one with the unibrow), portrayed in Julie Taymor's film by Salma Hayek. The allstar cast includes Geoffrey Rush as Leon Trotsky, Alfred Molina as
Kahlo's husband, Diego Rivera, and Edward Norton (yet another
October repeat) as Nelson Rockefeller.
"Jackass: The Movie" (Oct. 25) — What needs to be said about this
srunt-and-stupidity-filled flick? Johnny Knoxville and his cohorts
take their controversial hit MTV show to the big screen where,
unlike television, almost anything goes. Don't expect any pixilated
or bleeped censors in this film.
"The Truth About Charlie" (Oct. 25) — Jonathan Demme's remake
of "Charade" casts Thandie Newton in the Audrey Hepburn role of
a woman who runs through Paris from shadowy individuals who
are after her dead husband's money. Mark Wahlberg takes over for
Cary Grant's role of the mysterious man who also has a claim to the
missing wealth.
Note: "White Oleander," "Auto Focus" and "Frida" open in limited release on the aforementioned dates. As usual, release dates
are subject to change, so check your local listings for release dates
and show times, (source: um-w.tmdvxom)

Party hardy: Playboy ranks JMU No. 25
JMU noted as one of the biggest party schools in nation, according to November issue
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
Don't believe the hype.
JMU is not ranked by Playboy
magazine as having the best
looking girls in the nation. The
magazine never has done such
a ranking. In fact JMU has
never been ranked by Playboy
... until now.
In its November issue,
which hit newsstands Monday,
JMU was ranked by Playboy as
the 25th biggest party school in
the nation. It's the first time in
15 years that the magazine has
done such a ranking.
Arizona State is No. 1 out of
the 25 listed. JMU is the only
Virginia school listed. West
Virginia University, ranked fifth,
and Lehigh University (PA),
ranked 23, are the schools geographically closest to JMU.
According
to
Playboy
Associate
Editor
Alison
Prato, who compiled the list,
their April issue asked read-

ers to submit party school
While claiming they "called
nominations on playboy.com. bars and businesses," Prato
"We were floored at all the acknowledged that no one from
school spirit," she said, of the staff, headquartered in
receiving more than 1,500 Chicago, actually visited JMU.
write-in votes and testimoniOn page 157 of the issue, a
als. Prato said their research generic
quotation
from
department then did follow- "Dan" accompanies JMU's
up phone id I Is.
listing. "Any night of the
Elizabeth Norris, senior week," it says, "you can find
director of public relations at a party with multiple kegs,
the magazine, said, "We also beer pong and girls dancing
checked out the reputations of on tables. We party harder
the school." The Princeton than any other school. If
Review's equivalent of best you're looking for hot girls
party school — "Top 20 who can hold their alcohol,
Schools for Least Studying" — stop by."
ranked JMU 15th. On their Kit
While JMU may not exactly
est poll, partyschool.com has be a bubbling brothel of table
JMU at number 18.
dancers every night of the week,
But unlike the Review's list- not many people at JMU seemed
ing, which ranked Indiana surprised at the ranking.
University No. 1, Playboy did"Only 25?" asked senior
n't include Indiana. "Ours was Hunter Christy. "Did they walk
totally original," Prato said of down Greek Row?"
her survey which seemed to
Senior Gregg Cobert, who
spread the top 25 evenly works at Dairy Queen, said, "It
throughout the nation.
doesn't surprise me, based on

how many drunk people we
have coming in at two or three
in the morning. But hey, we
love 'em."
Even JMU spokesman Fred
Hilton, while questioning the
credibility of the survey, said, "It
is not a surprise."
President Unwood H. Rose
refused to comment.
Michael Walsh, director of
the office of admissions,
though, said he was surprised.
"I believe our students are more
serious about their academics
than this ranking would indicate," he said. "Our retention
and graduation rates point to a
serious student body."
Pointing to another college
survey, Hilton attacked the
Playboy ranking. "I am certain
the public realizes the US. News
& World Reports ranking, which
lists JMU as the finest master's
level university in the South, is
much more indicative of JMU
than this ranking,'" he said.

When
asked
their
thoughts on JMU's party
school ranking, several
students pointed out the
substance-free dorms on
campus. "That's interesting that JMU is the
only school from
Virginia
on >
Playboy's list since * J
it's also the only
school with substancefree dormatories," senior
Daniel Foose said.
Senior David Moss
added, "I lived in a substance-free dorm freshman year, but I didn't
realize it was substancefree for a while."
So what can JMU look
forward to in future
Playboy issues? While Prato
said they haven't discussed continuing the party
school ranking in the future,
she said every October is their
college issue, so "who knows?"
LAURA IXtAti/ptuuo eduor
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FLIGHTS OF FANCY
-FloristRight next
~The brst in styling and arranging OowCTS,

to campus!
Longtime
Duki-C/luh
member.

hallooix. (and helium), all at rcasonaltlr pnt>

I-800-942-I62I
(540)4H-HSI
59J-C University Blvd
w M " llightsoflancyflowers.com

-Located in the Ron Mailm Hudding
on thr Bus Route ni-xl M BIlK Ridge Hall

open 7 days a week

433.9181

Cheap Nights at Acme
Acitie VideO Use This Coupon For

Rent 1, Get 1 Free
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Sunday-Thursday Only Exp. 10/17/02
Kt. 33 Cast
(mutt to Wendy's, muom from Pmrmo'*)

Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

Saigon Csfk
Family owned and operated since 1996
We specialize in shrimp dishes
and making tolu taste delicious

Soups
Appetizers
Char-Grill
Vegetarian
Seafood
Beef
Chicken
Pork

Lunch Buffet
Monday-Thursday
11:30-2:00
$5.99

Friday
Shrimp Buffet
11:30-2:00
$7.45

"Chao Ga"
Every Wednesday

"Bun Rieu"
Every Tuesday

540-434-575Q

Antique Mall • Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 East Market Street • Harrisonburg

The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
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"We had all pretty much resigned to the
fact that her injury was discovered too
late in the spring for surgery to do any
good, so we had all said our goodbyes."

Dukes go bear hunting

JMU will attempt to knock off
No. 3 University of Maine,
which is undefeated this season.

DAVE LOMBARDO

women's soccer coach
SMUMYMMF

WOMEN'S SOCCER

VCU
shuts out
Dukes

recovery

Rams capitalize
on opportunities

BY MATT BROWNLEE

staff writer

BY ADAM Wist
contributing writer
While the women's soccer
team was unable to convert on
a plethora of scoring chances
TUI-M1.IV ru^hl a>yiast Virginia
Commonwealth University,
the Rams capitalized on trie
few scoring opportunities thev
had, defeating the Dukes 2-0 at
Reservoir Street Field.
Continuous pressure on
tin* VC I defense early in the
first
half
gave JMU an
luesday
early advanVCU
tage, and the
Dukes were
2
able to estabJMU
lish many
0
scoring
opportunities, but their shots were
unsuccessful.
The Rams countered with
a goal in the 14th minute off a
poor clear in the box by JMU.
From there, the Dukes lost
some of the intensity that they
had early in the game, causing for a lot of up-and-down
pl.n (rum both sides.
Tin disappointed in our
play tonight," coach Dave
Iximbardosaid. "We lacked the
heart and intensity needed to
win the game. I told the team
before the game that VCU was
an up-and-coming pn>gram,

see DUKES, page 25

MATT CARASKU A/vniiw i<h<*,>itniphrr

Figuring her career was over after a partially torn ACL, red-shkt senior Teri Joyce graduated In
May. However, an experimental surgery has her back on the field and playing for JMU.

Tcri Joyce has had a terrific
soccer career at JMU. The
Fairfax native red-shirted her
freshman year and then went on to
start the next three years in a row.
She was a team leader and a constant offensive threat. In 53 games,
Joyce tallied 15 assists and 15
goals, six of which were game winners. Opposing coaches and players respected her and she was
voted to the 2000 CAA AllToumament Team and was named
Team Offensive MVP and firstteam AU-Conference in 2001.
Soccer was great for Joyce until
a fateful night last October. Playing
in front of her hometown fans at
George Mason University in
lairfax, Joyce (elt her knee give out
along the left sideline and she went
down. No defenders wen* around,
no astroturf to blame — just one
awkward cut and the team leader
was on the ground.
Initial MRl's on Joyce's knee
came up negative, not showing
anything conclusive. For a month
the star forward watched from the
sidelines before making one last
return to the held for me CAA
championship game, a loss to the
College of William & Mary. The
senior, even with one semester of
eligibility left, hobbled off the field
for what should have been the last
time, an amazing career now completely behind her.
More extensive tests in the
spring officially diagnosed Joyce
with the injury that makes athletes
everywhere shake: a torn ACL.
After replacement surgery, typical

recovery time for ACL injuries
ranges from six to eight months,
meaning that if Joyce had her knee
scoped immediately, she would
have had a chance to be up and
running sometime
between
Halloween and Thanksgiving.
But, deciding against immediate surgery and accepting the
finality of her condition, the senior
public relations major turned in
her uniform and walked with her
graduating class of 2002 in May.
Only four days after graduation.
Joyce joined her mother in Florida
to begin a summer of rehabilitation. It was there in the Sunshine
State that Joyce's unfortunate tak'
of injury ended and her impressive recovery began.
A Honda specialist, who has
also worked with the Uh. National
Ski Team, diagnosed Joyce's condition as only a partial tear of her ACL
and was willing to try an experimental pnxwJure to repair it. The
procedure was of no greater risk
than standard replacement nuniJE
but offered the possibility for a
much quicker recovery period. The
Joyce family decided it was worth a
shot, and on May 31 the All-CAA
forward took the gambk'.
"We had all pretty much
resigned to the fact that her injury
was discovered too late in the
spring for surgery to do any good.
so we had all said our goodbves.
coach Dave Lombardo said.
"When she told me that she had
seen a doctor who was willing to
try something other than the traditional reconstructive surgery. 1 was
see JOYCE'S, page 26

MEN'S SOCCER

JMU still
has shot at
CAA title

Leading by example
Overton an important piece to the men's soccer team
BY

BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
Not many teams haw tin
opportunity to lose six of its first 10
games and still have a chance to
win their conference tit I*'
The men's soccer team though,
can do exactly that.
"Our season starts again on
Saturday," senior midfielder Ben
Munro said. Saturday night at
home the Dukes meet their first
Colonial Athletic Association opponent, George Mason University, and
despite a 4-6-0 record which has
dnipped them out of all national
rankings, the Dukes are pumped.
see STAGGERING, page 26

Scoreboard
WMMstfay, Oct. 2
Men's Soccer
Viriimi Tech

LBSLIB

WILSON

contributing writer
Fmm the years of experience he has added to Ins
game — including I eat
ral fracture in his ankle in 1W8
and team bonding at games
and practices — senior ti\im
captain Rob Overton BUfiOBBj
fully leads by example for the
men's soccer team.
In 1W8 Rob Overton was
recruited by coach Tom
Martin as he attended South
I .ikes High School in RtttOfl
Martin recalled the process to
be unusual considering most
Virginia
public
ichoola
played soccer in the fall,
while
Overtoils
school
played in the Spring.
However that season, in
addition to playing club soccer. Overton played football as
a wide receiver. Long time
friend and teammate senior
josh Kovofenko said he
remembered a serious warn-

LACROSSE

I

trom Virginia Tech, the
College of VVilh.im & Mary,
and |MU, Overton still dadoed to try his hand at football in
his senior ve.ir
"The scene of the injury
was practically staged,"
Overton said. "I was warming
up with the quarterback. It
was kind of dewy on the grass,
a little slippery. I went out for a
post pattern and he threw the
hall behind me, so I stopped to
come back on it, but 1 caught
my ankle on a clump of grass
and suffered a spiral fracture."
The stress of the injury and
n. anting gnxinded Overton
for several months. "It put a
cramp in my recruiting
Kv.iuse senioi yeai recruiting
is the top season that you're
going h) get recruited for college." Overton said.
Overton got through it
with support fmm his family
sir INJURY, page 26

FOOTBALL

Dukes add two new
assistant coaches
The women's l.u rossc team
added two new assistant
coaches to its roster on
Tuesday.
Former Wagner College
l.u losse coach Heather Dent
and
former
(.corgetown
University letter winner I iussie
Habeck join new coach Kelly
Young, in what looks to be a
compli'tr overhaul of the
l.u rosse team coaching staff.
The addition of Habeck reunites
her with Young, who was an
assistant coach at Georgetown
for four years, from 1998 - 2001.
In her three years at Wagner
(2000-2002), Dent, who graduated fmm Virginia Tech with a
bachelor'sdegni1 in exercise -.. i
ence in 19% and tamed her
masters degree in business

ing tmm a p.i
when asked about soccer players trving football.
"Growing up our
Coach told us 'you know
you shouldn't plav football,"' Kovolenko said.
"|ust the chance of getting
hurt is enough."
Bflfon his spiral fracture
Overton had .»imnaafiil high
school career as an All-State
playai ICnJOf ve.ir, three-time
All-Northern Region player,
All-Concorde District player
and Washington prjg) \||
Metre* player His high
Khooffl Seahawks were Mate
srmitin.ilists regional runners-up and district champions in 1997. Overton's club
team, the Reston Cardinals
won the 1997 State Cup. The
next year his Washington
Diplomats club team won the
1998 State Cup.
Deeptti his cOadVl warnings and IK i inters coming

administration fmm Wagner in
2001, compiled a record of 29-19.
During her ouching lenure at
Wagner, her teams qualified for
two Northeast Conference tournaments IX-nt also coached
eight all-conterence honoivts
and was an assistant at Kiunoke
College in 1998 as well as at the
University
of
MarylandBaltimore County in 1999.
Habeck. who graduated
trom Georgetown in 2001.
earned a bachelor's degree in
I nglish and psychology and
was team captain for the
lli>\ .i* \( AA runner-up team
in 2001. last M.ir, Habc.k
worked in the marketing
department for the National
Football league.
—from tlaff reports
1

University of Maine at
James Madison University
Bridgeforth Stadium, Saturday at 12 p m.

AJU HE
229.8
186.2
416.0
34.6
101.1
132.4
233.4
11.4
10
9

Tale of
the tape
(per game)

Senior Rob Overton hea started all nine games tMa season
end la a leader on the field for the young Dukes.

No. 3 Maine brings
total team package
BY TRAVIS CLINGKNPEEL

senior writer
If the mad was mclcy before, now the
Dukes are in the jungle. After last weekend's 10-26 loss to No. 8 Villanova
Rushing Offense 215.0
I Diversity, JMU hosts No. .1 Univcrsit\
of Maine and then travels to the
Passing Offense 159.8
University ol IVIaware and University
of Richmond.
Total Offense
374.8
This weekend's matchup with the
Scoring Offense 22.8
Hear, might be the Dukes' toughest game
of the year. Maine boasts the league's best
Rushing Defense 84.6
defense and third best offense, which is
led by quarterback Jake Eaton.
Passing Defense 239.8
"Jake Faton is the kind of guy
Total Defense
324.4
M hen everybody up here in this part
of the world knows who he is, and vou
Scoring Defense 21.8
look up in two years and he's on an
Giveaways
9
NFL roster somewwhere." coach
Mickey Matthews said. "He makes
Takeaways
9
them go, there's no question."
Eaton in Maine's five games has comDkl V. \\\\ MIVu-inMum.il

plvted 76 of 125 passes for 870 yards and
nine touchdowns. The danger that Faton
presents, according to Matthews, is what
he is capable of in the open field
"He's very underrated as an athk'tc.
he makes people miss," Matthews said.
"He may be their best running hack
Eaton is second on the team in rushing, averaging 50 yards per oatM
Maine's offense brings a more balanced,
play action oriented attack than JMU's
two previous opponents. Villanova and
I lofrtffl I ni\rrsi!Y
Matthews said that while Maine ithird in the league in total ottense, they
lack an explosive threat in the hackncld'.
"They don't have any great running
backs, they've got sonic guvs who carry
the ball tough," Matthews said.
"VSfe're more talented It t.iilKick than
see QUESTIONS, page 26
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You can now place any ad in The
Breeze with your credit card!
It's as easy as ...
Easy Hookups.
No Commitments

Call, fax or e-mail the ad. Or come to
our office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Phone: 568-6127. Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.

Parents and Students
Get Connected NOW for Next Year
VKA

%

SIGN UP TODAY!

Pay for your ad with a credit card,
cash or check.
Classifieds arc $3 for the first 10 words. $2 for each additional 10 words
(ex. a 20-word classficd is only $5).
Call for display advertising information and talk to an advertising executive.

Serving:
Southview
Sunchase
Stonegate
Foxhill
The Commons Olde Mill
Pheasant Run

i Get
results!

888.201.8420
local 437.4200
www.ntc-com.com

IIIIII

NTC

COMMUNICATIONS

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

Its Late, You're Hungry,

And JAC is Buying!
JAC accepted over the phone
for delivery orders
at Chanellos Pizza

The Campus Pizza

CampllS One Large

The Campus Pizza

$

Specials: r£aToppin9
PartV Five Large
.-

n

$

One Topping

Pack: Pizzas

.Ma tier Card

JAC

574-4700
425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg

Monday Deal

|

Tuesday Deal

2 Large
I Add a
1 Topping $10.99 ■ Two Liter
Pizzas not valid with any other offer • monday only |, Coke
|
| g» pizza
0 anv ar

I

.49C
limit one per order • tuesday only

Hours:

Sun-Wed. 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat. 11 am-3:30 am

i Wednesday Deal
I Add an
' Order of
.49C
Breadsticks
| ,
limit one per order • Wednesday only
0 any lalge plzza

I
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SPORTS

Dukes fail
to capitalize
in 2-1 loss
to Rams
DVKES, frontpage 23
and lhat if we didn't focus we
would be challenged."
Directly before the half, JMU
missed an easy to be the sow at
1 -1. Instead, the Dukes went into
halfbme trailing in the contest
"I told the girls at halftime
that we had been here before,"
l^ombardo said. "All we had to
do in the second half was chase
on the goal and convert."
The second half was more
of the same for JMU, which had
numerous attempts at goal,
only to have shots sail wide.
"hmshing in the box was
something that kept us from
winning the game tonight,"
senior
forward
Deanna
Saracino said. "We have to put
the ball in the net."
Senior goalkeeper Lindsay
Warner said, "VJe didn't finish in
the box. It's something that we
are going to have to practice."
The Rams added another
goal in the 52nd minute on a corner kick, all but closing the door
on the Dukes. "TTie second goal
was probably the turning point
in the game," Saracino said "By
that time we realized what we
had to do and it was too Lite."
JMU attempted a late rally,
but once again, their efforts
came up short, as they fell to 55-2 on the season.
Lombardo said, "Although
we had many more chances than
VCU, they were able to capitalize
on the chances that they had "

OF

Guest
Predictor

C K S
IIII;

WF.EK

Week # 6

Travl* Cllngenpeel
managing editor

Sonn total
Last week
Winning percentage..

I Stanford at Notre Dame
Penn State at Wisconsin
USC at Washington State
UCLA at Oregon State
UMass at Richmond

7-4
.727

Notre Dame
Penn State
Washington St.
Oregon State
UMass

Dan Bowman
asst. sports editor
39-16
7-4
.709

Drew Wilson
sports editor
37-18
8-3
.673

Jeanine Gajewikl
da boss
30-25
6-5
.545

Notre Dame
Notre Dame
Notre Dame
Penn State
Wisconsin
Penn State
Washington St. Washington St. Washington St.
Oregon State
UCLA
UCLA
Richmond
UMass
UMass

Shatdra
38-17
4-7
.691

Notre Dame
Penn State
USC
UCLA
Richmond

Maine at JMU
N.Y. Giants at Dallas
New England at Miami
San Diego at Denver
Pittsburgh at New Orleans
Arizona at Carolina

Dallas
New England
San Diego
New Orleans
Carolina

N.Y. Giants
New England
San Diego
New Orleans
Carolina

Dallas
New England
San Diego
New Orleans
Carolina

N. Y. Giants
New England
San Diego
New Orleans
Carolina

N.Y. Giants
New England
San Diego
New Orleans
Carolina

Going against the grain proved to be the right more for WilGambling DaVS Off spinach for the stretch. At least we think that was spinach.
With another consistent week, the player formally known as da botson as he gained a game on the Real Deal and Popeye. This week
tom feeder regains her title as da boss — for now. But don't be suprised if that
Wilson decided to play it conservatively alter last week's luck.
life
preserver
comes back next week.
The Real Deal stayed consistent with a 7-4 record and is the first to hit the 40-win
M.C. Crops-a-lot looked more like M.C. Hammer with her 4-7 record. Not even da
mark. Word is he celebrated with a 40 of his own. But with Popeye on his back, will
he be celebrating much longer? Popeye doesn't think so. He bought several cans of boss could "touch" that This week Shakira will try to hit a high note as the guest predictor.
Men's tennis
defeats UVa.
JMU
defeated
the
University of Virginia 5-2
Saturday, Sept. 28 in
Charlottesville.
Singles victories included
senior Matt Kim, junior
Evan Schwartz, freshman

Student Rate

$21 /month
Go To 2 Locations
Mo Initiation Foe
0M On 0M Bates
Treadmills, Bikes

Bob Allensworth and junior Felix Von Lepel.
Sophomores
Bobby
Newman
and
Tommy
Patteson also won in doubles action.
JMU hosts travels to the
University of Richmond for
a tournament this weekend.

Women's rugby wins consecutive games
JMU defeated Clemson
University Sunday, Sept.
22, 19-3.
Senior Jennifer Starkey,
junior Amy Clarke and
sophomore Julia Graven all
scored for JMU.

The team also earned a
Mill win over the UVa.
Saturday, Sept. 28. Starkey
scored the go-ahead goal
for JMU.
JMU
hosts
George
Washington
University
Sunday, Oct. 5 at noon on
Godwin Field.

College Park - Ashby Crossing

•Iraki thru May

^^
►H
r-H
M
»-♦
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"5 minutes from JMU**

I
|
|
}

Statlrsteppers, Crosstrahwrs
Cybex, Circuit Equlptiient
Full Urn of FREE Weights
Stop ki For 1 FREE Workout

water Town Center
828-2338

m

While you're here.,.
get a head start and turn in your
application to lease with Asbhy early!

OPEN

UOam ■ 7pm on SATURDAY
iUam - 7pm on SUNDAY
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001www.collegepark.org

a
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SPORTS

Joyce's
Questions plague Staggering Dukes look
injury-ridden Dukes forward to conference foes last stand
QUESTIONS, from page 23
they are, bul they're certainly
more talented at quarterback,"
Matthews said.
Whether or not the Dukes
will have their dynamic backfield attack in full swing this
weekend is still in question. The
four top tailbacks on Matthews'
depth chart, red-shirt sophomore Rondell Bradley, red-shirt
sophomore Pervis Binns, freshman Maurice Fenner and redshirt senior Brannon Goins, were
all questionable due to injury as
of Monday's press conference.
On Tuesday afternoon, however, Bradley, Binns and Goins
were all practicing, but their status for this weekend was
unknown at press time.

-46
We watch tape forever,
and they just don't
really have any
weaknesses.
— Mickey Matthews
football coach

59
JMU fell to fourth in the
league in total defense after
last weekend when the
Wildcats tallied 421 passing
yards and 109 yards on the
ground. Villanova's short drop
passes to the left side of the
Dukes' defense left JMU looking for answers.
"On our weak side they
were certainly picking on us,"
Matthews said. "As the game
went along we ran three or four
coverages and started blitzing
on every down, and we just
could not get to (Villanova
quarterback Brett Gordon.l"
Matthews said that there is
no question that a similar short
drop attack is all the Dukes will
see from opposing offenses for
the remainder of the season, or
until JMU can slow it down.
"Stucture-wise anytime you
give up that many yards you
analyze everything you're
doing" Matthews said. "We're

doing that nght now."
If there is one piece of JMU's
game that Maine coach )ack
Cosgrove can be counted on to
be examining in detail this week,
it's the Dukes' ability to block
kicks. In Saturday's loss, sophomore safety Rodney McCarter
blocked an extra point and one
field goal. The field goal block
was run back 80 yards for a
touchdown by red-shirt sophomore linebacker Trey Townsend.
"I'm sure we're concerning
people right now with all our
blocked kicks," Matthews said.
'That's quite a weapon we have
right now."
McCarter was named
Atlantic 10 Special Teams
Player of the Week for his
efforts, and Matthews said he
doesn't expect this to be the
last A-10 kickers hear of the
speedy safety.
"He's coming off the edge
real quick. I'm sure Rodney will
block a lot more," Matthews said.
For Maine, the player that
the Dukes will get plenty of
looks at come Saturday is linebacker Stephen Cooper. Last
weekend's A-10 Defensive
Player of the Week, Cooper
leads the league in sacks.
"He's got to be the marque
player in the league," Matthews
said of the linebacker who is second in the league in tackles and
tackles for loss. "I don't think
there's any one individual who
makes the plays that he makes."
Cooper is the cornerstone
of a Bears defensive unit that
leads the A-10 in total
defense, allowing just 233.4
yards per game. Maine has
surrendered just 662 passing
yards in five games, also best
in the league.
'Top to bottom they are a
great defensive football team,"
Matthews said. "We watch tape
forever, and they just don't really have any weaknesses."
Matthews said that for JMU,
defending the pass and the
passing game offensively are
critical if the Dukes are to throw
a wrench into the undefeated
league leaders' season.
Saturday's game, which will
be televised locally on WHSV,
kicks off at noon.

STAGGERING, from page 23
"I would expect the team to
be highly motivated," coach
Tom
Martin said
about
Saturday's rivalry matchup.
JMU has lost to teams like
Manhattan College, Mount St.
Mary's College and Alabama
A&M University, all of which
they had the opportunity to beat.
According to Munro, most
of the team doesn't really care
about those non-conference
games as much as defeating
their CAA rivals, reclaiming
the conference crown and earning an automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament.
The coach is setting even higher standiirds than that though
"For us to be on the board, we
can't lose any more non-conference games (either)," Martin said.
There are two reasons for the
poor season, according to
Martin — injuries and inexperienced youngsters.
Martin also said three key
players have been hurt — senior
Richard Santana, freshman
Bobbv Humphrey and sopho-

more Max Lacy — but all three
midfielders should be returning
in full capacity in time for the
Mason game.
Additionally, 68 percent of
the roster is composed of freshmen or sophomores (last season
it was only 37 percent).

-66
We need to get out of
this funk we're in right
now. We've got our
work cut out for us.
— Tom Martin
men's soccer coach

Whether or not injuries and
inexperience are to blame, everyone agrees the team is missing
one key factor — goal scoring.
"We've got three losses to
teams we dominated, but we
didn't score," Martin said.
I^st year the Dukes were

able to perform constantly at a
high level, setting records with
Martin's 350th career win and
senior
goalkeeper
Josh
Kovolenko's shutout record, as
well as winning the CAA.
This season they've been setting records too, but not exactly
in the same manner. JMU's
shutout losses to Mount St.
Mary's and Manhattan marked
the first time the Dukes had
been shut out in consecutive
games since the 2000 season.
And their loss to Alabama
A&M tied this season's squad
for longest losing streak in history. They lost five games in a
row in the program's first year
of play in 1968 and had another
five-game slide in 1981.
In his 25 years of coaching,
Martin never has had a losing
record. Going from last year's
12-6-1 record to 4-6-0 so far this
year though, things are certainly
not looking up.
"We need to get out of this
funk we're in right now,"
Martin said. "We've got our
work cut out for us."

Injury no match for persistence
of Overton in road to success
INJURY, from page 23
and club coach, Steve Smith.
"Steve Smith actually helped
me out a lot because he told me
players get hurt and get over it
and come back smarter because
their abilities aren't necessarily
as good as they were before,"
Overton said.
Martin was supportive
throughout the injury process
with recruiting, which was one
of the reasons Overton decided
on playing for the Dukes. "They
still had faith in me which made
me feel a lot better about
myself," Overton said.
Overton's freshmen year was
spent as a red-shirt, as he recovered from his reconstructive
ankle surgery. Overton's road to
recovery was long because of the
nature of his fracture, which was
broken in three places.
'It's also called a skier's fracture," Overton said. "It tore all my

ligaments on the side plus I was
on crutches for three months."
When Overton finally started playing for the first time at
JMU in 2000, he was named coRookie of the Year. The next
year Overton was named to the
AU-CAA first team. Being team
captain this year is a culmination of his learned and natural
leadership abilities.
"It took me at least a year to
reach 85 percent of my past running speed," Overton said.
Even today, Overton feels that
he's not as fast as he used to be
and that he can't elevate as well.
Now Martin applauds his
efforts. "He's doing very well
for us," Martin said. "We've got
to build around him; he's in the
middle of our defense and is a
strong central defender."
Kovolenko said, "Rob has
been with the team for the past
four years and was most suc-

cessful then. A lot of guys look
up to that.
"Overton has always exhibited leadership. As a team captain, he's approachable and
doesn't hold himself to a different standard as the other players. The players feel comfortable
to come and talk with him, and
ask him questions."
Overall, Martin said, "He's
not as strong physically, but he's
good in the air. He's vocal, and
he works hard. Because he's not
the fastest kid on the team
though, he has to think fast."
Overton's many other qualities solidify and confirm the
choice by both teammates and
coaches for him to be a captain.
"He leads by example, both on
and off the field," Kovolenko
said. "And the way he carries
himself, he's an all around good
guy. He's a nice guy, and people
can look up to him."

JOYCE'S, from page 23
intrigued by the prospect but
somewhat skeptical of the result "
Even if Lombardo, of even
Joyce herself, did not know what
to expect following surgery, the
tacts of the case are simple —
Typical ACL recovery tone is six
to eight months. Joyce had her
operation May 31 and went on
her first run following surgery
July 16, just 47 days later.
Whatever happened to a
November comeback?
Up to now it may seem as
though Joyce's recovery had less
to do with her work ethic and
more to do with modem medicine. But make no mistake, Joyce,
who returned to JMU as a graduate student has been fighting to
regain her old form for 11 months
now and no one wants to be on
the field more.
"ITeri's return) wasn't expected, but honestly I wasn't surprised. She had another year to
play, and it's not something you
can walk away from easily,' senior midfielder Casey Papa said.
Joyce's rehabilitation routine
has included running to regain
her fitness, leg lifting, including
squats and lunges to rebuild
strength, as well as countless
hours on stationary bikes to help
rebuild the ligaments in her knee.
The mental strain has been tough
too, with Joyce putting in extra
hours on the practice field just to
get back to the level she felt she
was at last October.
"Everyone has been really
supportive of my comeback. My
teammates and coaches have all
been more patient with me and
my rate of progress that I have
been," Joyce said. "Mentally the
hardest part of recovery for me
has been starting from square
one. The difficult part is being
patient with myself and dealing
with the fact that it's going to take
some time before 1 can be my old
self again on the field."
Lombardo said, 'Ten is competitive and committed to the
success of this team and has
made it her mission to do so. She
wanted to leave soccer on her
own terms and timeline and I
think she willed this to happen. I
am happy for her, for the team
and personally happy for me."

presents...

Midnight Madness
Friday, October 11th at the Convo
Doors Open at 10:30 p.m. (free admission)

First 300 students get a FREE Madison Madness shirt ^
• Student 3-point & Slam Dunk Contest •Win FREE books for a semester
• Tons of prizes & give-aways

• Win FREE tuition for a year
(value of $10,000)

Enter Contests by calling 568-6461
or at UREC Mon., Oct. 7-Thurs., Oct. 10

*::nrr-iT ttisi

Madison Madness 2002
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FOR RENT
10 • 12 ■•droom Noun • 3 4
bath*. 165 N. High, individual/
group. Immediate availability. Call
826-0464. Alto taking group
reservation* for 2003/2004.
larga room*. appHanca*. porch
Faallag CramaadT Compare our
spacious houses. duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and current availability for 2003
2004 at www.caaUepropafrv.com.

PARK APARTMENTS
1,2,4 S bedroom.
provided for hnl.
cooklagA Itol water

GM

(i;iii..:i for ALL UTILITY
kKlMlea
Corporate apartment
Burnt-* aiailablc
Short terai leain optional

> II - 4WO. 3 inch
MR. good condition, great for four
wheeling, $2,500. or best offer.
Call 5404380681
ltM Feed Coatr-r • 5 speed. V6.
84,000 miles, greet shape, new
tires, battery Perfect student car'
M.305. best offer 879W47

HELP WANTED
Wanted: Tutor* . For all *ub)oct
areas and levels JMU students
only Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Canter.
Vamer House, for an application

looking for sharp student* to
work PT around clnaaee.
Gain inter riahip credit*/
srholarahlp*
812.35 baaeappt with
room Tor advancement
Customer aervkre/aaJea. No

Attention tartag Snaliste • Travel
free 2003. Free trip*, parties
and meals. Party with MTV
Hottest destinations. Most
reliable. Call 1800-426-7710.
www. sunsp/as/Koum.com

Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000- $2,000 this
semester with a proven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour
fundnming event.
Oar program* make
fiindrai.i*g easy with ae risks.

FOR SALE
Tee-Shlrte for Juet $l 50 Eachl
Gift a Thrift, 227 N. Main.

Fundraning dales are filling quickly,
so gel wilh ihc program? Il works

MaesaMMtten lima Share - 4th
week Sept.. 1st woek Oct. Sleeps
8. full kitchen, jacuizi. sauna,
doubta deck $5.000/wk., o.b.o.
7032654712.

Contact Campusf undraiser
rt MS-«23-3HI. or visit

■*■*•»■ <omp*ii(i'ndralaercom

NOTICE
For more ifttonrnHoit and
■uiiunoe regarding the
inKUigMwn n( firunung buunru
appnmabrs. anOEt ftf
BcBet Ruuntu Bureau Inc
I4M-5U-SMI

rollegei ncome.com
434-246-0340

Family Wit-. 4 Small CWtdren
(ages 6, 3, 18 month twins)
looking for babysitter for
mornings. Call Kathy for more
detail*, 433-9503.

Call (540) 433-2621
■ •, | hjajjajjaj BBaaVBaTafeflal
Equal Houuni Opportuniry '

SERVICES
long Olilanca 3.S Mill/
maiiila ■ No faaa NO 1010. Coll
1866 3663489
http://baanatea itcooi not

telemarketing and no door to

I-S2S0
a day polontlal Local positions
1800 293 3985. M. 215

Fraternities • Sororities

Waltraaae* Needed • Apply at
Jess Lunch Must be available
to work lunches Sophomores
and |uniors preferred

door. Great resume
experience. Condition* apply

Earn Up ta 6600 Par Week assembling products at home. No
experience, inlo. 1 985*46-1700.
Dapt. VA-4806.

Pet lr n Mills i .mimil ini\

I
I
I
1

Flexible Schedule*
Around Classes

tt^OO WNeltfy Pwtarrtsal • mailing
our circulars Free aiformauon. Call
2036830202.

TRAVEL
•1 Spring Break Vacations! 110%
bast puces! Meiico. Jamaica.
Bahamas, Florida. Teias. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted)

1*00234-7007

Spring Break 2003 ■ is now
sponsored by Student Express1
Cancun. Acapuico. Ma/aiien.
Jamaica. Bahamas. South Padre.
Las Vegas, Florida, and Ibiia.
Book early and get free meals'
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople. Campus
Reps, and On-slte Staff. Contact
www studentt9xpntss.com or 1 80O
787 3787 lor details
111 tarty Spring Break tpeciahl
Cancun & Jamaica from $429'
Free breakfast, dinners & parties'
Award winning company! Group
leaders free! Fior-d* vacations from
$149! spr>n*Dreaktr<jvO(.corn
1*00678*386
Aet Now! Guarantee the bes~t
spring break prices! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuico, Florida, and Mardigras
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*. Call
1 aSSTMIHKSUN (1*88*44*678.
dept. 2626.)
www. springbreaiid'iscounfs com

wait • nAmja • JABUICA
&A"AKA»* FU3SDA

•ndfesssurrunertours.com
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Spring Break 2003
with
StudentCHy.com! R/tnp air. hotel
iree food and 160% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organ it
15 friends, earn 2 free trios. VIP
ireatment, cash and prizes to
promote SluOeniCity.com! Cal
1-800-293 1445 or e-mail
saiesSstudenlcity com today!
JMU spring Break. Jk*> you Sake*?
Then go Cwect' Book now and get
guaranteed lowest price, free meals.
and free insurance! Campus reps
wanted! Organize some friends
travel free' We have fero customer
complaints'
1 800 367 1252
www senngbraekdvect .com

Win up to $150!
UPB is looking for original
acts by JMU students to
compete at Talent Jam
during Homecoming 2002
Applic.iiions arc available in
Taylor 203 and due Friday.
Oct. 4 by 5:00 p.m Return the
application along with a sample
of the act lo T;I\I.T 203
( .ill

Wanted! Spring traakersl S( .
wants to send you on Spnng Urea*
2003 to Cancun. Acapuico, Mansban.
Jamaca or the Banamas tor free! Call
now si 1*007954786 or email at
■aiaaSaiiin fiaiiitatinna mm

M.S

r.„'l

PERSONALS

Sigma Alpha Lambda a national
collegiate leadership and honors
organization, is seeking highly
motivated students lo sssist in
starting a local chapter 3.0 GPA
required,.
Contact
us
at
chsptenssHigrnsalpnaiarnoda org.

Leave for 2 Day. 2 Night Cruise
to Bahamas from 4 days. 3 nights
In Fort Lauderda-e. Expires April 9.
2003. Includes 4 other vacations.
$550/neg. balance S19B. Call
540-434*399.

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
$2 00 foe each add I 10 words
Block ads arc S10<inch

■ nlEg a I— ocowo. Sflsind JMU
Stuoont • interested in dotng vrtal
work for a local criminal defense
attorney. Part time, very flemble
hours, caaual attire. 69.00/hour.
Call Richard Morgan. 442-7878 to
schedule an interview

•1 Spring Break • Freparties, meals. Lowest prices.
Parties with MTV/Jerry SpringerFeatured with MSNBC Better than
evart www. sunspraahfours.com
1*0042*-7710.

Skydival <'-.,. :.., ■ ■ ••
skydives from 2 1/2 milas upl
22 lumper aircraft JMU student
discounts' Call 1877 348-3759
1877CHVESHY)
■vww. skydi veorange. com

Teleniarketlng - WM Tram ■ Up to
$18.50 par hour, salary and
commission, p.m. shift, must have
pfcMiant voice. For irotiel interview,
apply In parson. 4:00 p.m. sharp
Mon. - Thurs at 76 West Water
Street, Harnsonburg. VA.

Ill tarty l#e«ia*sl Spring BTeak
Bahamas party crulsal 5 days
$2991 include* meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife1
Departs from Florida! Gel group
go free! spm&nakVBvel.com
1*00678*386

Adopt • Happily married couple
without children wants to adopt
baby. Lots of love to share.
Warm, stable home with sweet
puppy. Can help with expenses.
Call 202 546 1232 Legal and
confidential

K444S4S44
rw. stitr snra LceM

TALENT JAM

$3 00 fol Ihc firsl 10 word*

Mfiaj infill uirtls'
VIS A and MasterCard

Place your ad today!

568-6127

Attention Parents:
Do you want to know what's going on at JMU?
Buy a subscription to The Breeze!
For just $80 you will receive a full year of The Breeze.
Mail your check and the subscription address to: The Breeze, James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall, MSC 6805, Harrisonburg. VA 22807
We also accept VISA or MasterCard over the phone.
Sorry, we no longer offer 3rd class mailings as of 10/01/02.
Su»i» Ray
Aviator Sunala

The $mofeekM*s

Suaia Ray c]
an ad in Tha
for Bob-a Shada
and found t.
that aaaa

BRING YOUR PARENTS

_

IN FOR A SMOKE

Wc Have AII \\our
tobacco Mce&s:
HIGH GRADE OGARS
BLENDED PIPE TOBACCO

acARETTEs BY THE CARTON
IMPORTED CIGARETTES
CAMEL aCARETTES - 121.29
NEWPORT aCARinTES - $20.29
PREMIUM

WHILE SUFHJES LAST

I74IC VIRGINIA AVE.
HARRISONBURG VA 22802
LOCATED IN HARMONY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER

Brittany

p40)43MWe

Saquinad Tutu and
Princaaa Tiara

A Clean!!'

feat/Side ^iendly.!. V

Mommy noticed an
Braaia for Rally
Apparal whara t:
parfact outfit,
Littla Hlaa

A 'Tanning Company % tkxy Spa s/

ANew Bulbs! v
£ 10 Sessions for $35 $
A
Take the route one bus to the stop on the corner
A
of Deyerle and Neff. Short 2 minute walk.
A
A Stop by to check our specials board.
A
A 243 Neff Avenue
A
438-8267
Specials for a limited time only.
C^annot be combined witb any

♦

other offers or specials.

V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Baada of Lattuca
With IS childran to faad,
Varna naadad to find a bulk
grocary atora, which ha did.
An ad in Tha Braaia for Largar
Than Lifa Produca anawarad
hi» prayara.

For whatever you're selling, we've got a customer.
Hit your target market through Breeze advertising.
Call (540)568-6127 for more info.
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"Close to campus...close to perfect"

KHWwiflBS;

Now Accepting reservations
for the 2003-2004 school year!
BlSfil
T U-

